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General Introduction

1. Introduction
Human visual perception usually gives us a single impression of the visual
environment although most information enters the visual system twice, namely via the left
and right eye. Due to the fact that our eyes are laterally displaced, the image of an object
falls on slightly different, or disparate points on the left and right retinas. The ability of the
brain to process these positional differences between the two retinal images, called retinal
disparities, enabled the development of stereoscopic vision or stereopsis. The stereoscopic
system exploits binocular disparities to reconstruct the layout of three-dimensional objects
and to extract information about how distant viewed objects are in space. Stereopsis helps
to accomplish very precise discrimination of objects at close proximity distances (< 5m).
Also, stereopsis allows to sense different properties of binocular objects such as
transparency or solidness of surfaces as well as the curvature. Furthermore, it makes
possible to break through camouflage in dense textural images such as the foliage of a
tree. Stereoscopic vision improves monocular reconstruction of three-dimensional space
and makes it more veridical.
Perception of depth could arise purely from binocular disparity without relying on
monocular depth cues such as: perspective, occlusion, monocular contours, relative size,
light and shadows. Stereoscopic depth perception in the absence of monocular cues can be
experienced in random-dot stereograms (RDS). The RDS are spatially random
distributions of pixel elements (dots) that appear meaningless in monocular viewing but
when viewed binocularly create a vivid sensation of depth (Fig.1a). In these stereograms
we can perceive three-dimensional shapes that are not visible via each eye separately.
Julesz (1960), the first to employ a computer to generate RDS, showed undisputed
evidence that binocular disparities on their own, that is, without monocular cues, are
sufficient to produce depth. Over the years, RDS and their dynamic version (DRS) have
9

become powerful laboratory tools that have often been used to study the relationship
between binocular disparity and depth perception in humans and animals. In all studies
presented in this thesis we used various types of DRS to investigate depth from binocular
disparities.
Left eye image

Right eye image

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) An example of random-dot stereogram (RDS) of 50% dot density. (b) A
natural image (braches of a tree) that presents an ambiguous correspondence problem.
(figure from Malik, Anderson and Charowhas (1999) used with permission of Nature
Neuroscience http://neurosci.nature.com/).

2. Encoding disparity-defined depth: the stereomatching problem and interocular
correlation
In order to derive stereoscopic depth from the unstructured noise of monocular
images of RDS, the binocular visual system must identify corresponding monocular
elements from numerous similar other elements. In other words, the binocular system
must find which dots in the left retinal image match the dots in the right retinal image.
10

This problem is known as the stereomatching or correspondence problem and it refers to
ambiguity of correspondence between the two eyes’ images. Many natural scenes that
have dense textural patterns, such as braches of a tree (Fig.1b), have a number of
stereomatching solutions. An analogue is a dense RDS that appears to present a similarly
complex correspondence problem due to the very large number of possible pairings of
dots. Because such stimuli have several possible stereomatching solutions, the global
analysis is a difficult process. Understanding the neural mechanisms involved in the
matching process of complex images is of fundamental importance in the study of
binocular vision and stereopsis.
Several computational models have been developed in order to understand how the
visual system finds correct correspondence in stereopsis (Julesz, 1971; Marr & Poggio,
1979; Mayhew & Frisby, 1981; Quam, 1987; Nishihara, 1987). These models differ in the
method by which they implement the matching algorithm that optimizes the solution to the
stereomatching problem, that is: co-operative algorithms (Julesz, 1971), coarse-to-fine
algorithms (Marr & Poggio, 1979; Quam, 1987; Nishihara, 1987), multi-component
algorithms (Mayhew & Frisby, 1981) and local correlation algorithms (Cormack et
al.1991).
Julesz (1971) suggested that the solution of the correspondence problem in RDS
might be the result of a co-operative mechanism that uses a global process to constrain the
large number of possible local matches (Howard & Rogers, 2002). Other models (Marr
and Poggio, 1979; Quam, 1987; Nishihara, 1987) proposed a different method, namely, a
coarse-to-fine strategy in order to simplify the correspondence problem by reducing the
number of false matches. The common feature of these models is that coarse spatial scale
disparities are used to bring fine spatial scales into correspondence. The models differ in
the method by which they implement the coarse-to-fine scheme. Marr and Poggio (1979)
proposed that coarse-to-fine matching occurs with the help of vergence eye movements,
i.e., coarse channels control vergence eye movements, and vergence causes fine channels
to come into correspondence. Nishihara (1987) and Quam (1987) suggested that coarsescale disparity matches produce a cortical shift in disparity matching on finer scales.
Although different models implement different algorithms, they have in common
the same criterion for the optimisation of matching process, namely, the left and right eye
images are correctly matched when the degree of similarity or interocular correlation is the
largest possible (Howard & Rogers, 2002; Cormack et al. 1991). For instance, Cormack,
Stevenson and Schor (1991; 1994) defined the interocular correlation function (IOC) at
disparity d as the convolution integral of the two retinal images:
IOC(d) = ∫ f ( x ) h ( x + d )dx , where h ( x ) and f ( x ) represent the intensity profiles or some

€

derivative of them along the horizontal meridian of the right and left retinas (Cormack et
al.€1991; 1994; Stevenson et al. 1994). Simply, interocular correlation in RDS can be
understood as the proportion
€ of dots
€ in one eye’s image that match the dots in the other
eye’s image with the same luminance polarity at the same relative location (Julesz, 1971;
Tyler & Julesz, 1978; Stevenson et al., 1989, 1991, 1992; Cormack et al., 1991, 1994).
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Essentially, stereoscopic depth perception requires the cooperation of at least three
neural systems: (i) a detection system that signals spatial disparities between correlated
interocular features. It is well known that detection occurs by disparity sensitive cells in
V1 and V2 that are tuned to a specific disparity or range of disparities between
corresponding stimuli presented at specific retinal locations (Poggio & Fisher, 1977;
DeAngelis, Ohzawa & Freeman, 1991; Cumming & Parker, 1999). (ii) a motor system that
uses disparity to control vergence eye movements (Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985; Erkelens,
2001). Vergence eye movements are of major importance for stereoscopic depth
perception because they reduce large disparities by moving the eyes in opposite directions
(Erkelens, 2001). Therefore, eye movements can change the locations of the receptive
fields of neurons relative to the stimuli. (iii) a perceptual system which transforms
disparity into signals related to distance and depth (Erkelens, 2001).
Despite of more than four decades of research, stereomatching remains an issue
that it is not yet completely understood. In addition, a factor that is of major importance
but often overlooked is the temporal dimension of processes responsible for stereoscopic
depth perception. Time is a critical factor in numerous processes. In a dynamic visual
environment, especially when the visual scenes are rapidly changing over time it is
possible that stereomatching becomes more complex. From a computational point of view,
the problem becomes increasingly difficult as time is introduced into the model. Thus,
several major questions remain unanswered, for instance, which processes are responsible
for stereoscopic depth perception in dynamic conditions and what is their temporal extent?

3. Temporal aspects of disparity processing and depth perception
In the psychophysical literature there are many reports on temporal aspects of
stereopsis that all indicate that temporal information is used by the human stereoscopic
system. Specifically, it appears that two temporal factors are of major importance for
stereoscopic depth perception, namely duration and synchronization (i.e. simultaneity of
presentation) of the left and right eye images (Howard & Rogers, 2002). These factors
appear to influence where in depth we perceive the disparity-induced shape and what
textural pattern of the binocular object we see.
Early studies indicated that disparity-defined shape could be perceived in simple
stereograms exposed for less than 1 ms if the eyes were properly converged before the
stimulus was presented (Dove, 1841; Uttal et al. 1994; Howard & Rogers, 2002). Thus,
these studies suggested that stimulus duration was hardly a critical factor for depth
perception. However, subsequent investigations indicated that stereoscopic depth detection
thresholds depended on stimulus duration, namely it decreased with durations longer than
100 ms up to 3 s in simple line stereograms and in RDS (Howard & Rogers, 2002;
Langlands, 1929; Harwerth and Rawlings, 1977; Harwerth and Boltz, 1979). More
recently, Tyler (1991) examined the critical stimulus duration for detection of depth in
12

dense RDS as a function of the magnitude and sign of disparity (i.e. crossed or uncrossed).
Tyler (1991) reported that for both signs of disparity the stereoscopic depth detection
threshold decreased linearly from about 50 arcmin for a 10 ms stimulus duration to about
1.5 arcmin for a duration of 180 ms. The fact that the critical duration for perceiving depth
was longer in RDS than in simple line stereograms suggests that the stereoscopic system
requires time to solve the ambiguity of correspondence between the two eyes images. In
dense RDS the global analysis requires a much more complex process. A generally
accepted view is that global correspondence is accomplished by a process that maximizes
interocular correlation (Cormack et al.1991; Howard & Rogers, 2002). So far,
psychophysical results have been mainly described in terms of depth detection,
overlooking the fact that also the corresponding solving process may have specific
temporal properties. Little is known about the temporal properties of the corresponding
solving process. Only two psychophysical studies addressed the problem by measuring the
detection of correlation in DRS in which the level of correlation was varied (Tyler, 1991;
Cormack et al, 1994). These studies reported very different results for temporal
integration of correlation. While Tyler (1991) reported an integration time of about 180
ms, Cormack et al. (1994) failed to find a single time for correlation integration.
Another major factor in stereoscopic depth perception is the synchronisation of the
left and right eye images. In the psychophysical literature, it has been shown that the
disparity-induced depth can also be perceived when one eye’s image is somewhat delayed
relative to the other (Howard & Rogers, 2002). This is called tolerance for interocular
delay. An interocular delay can be produced either electronically or through a neutral
density filter. Several studies investigated interocular delays (Julesz & White, 1969;
Mitchell & O’Hagan, 1972; Ross & Hogben, 1974) and reported that the stereoscopic
system tolerates a time difference between binocular correlated random-dot images of up
to 50 ms (Howard & Rogers, 2002).
Other authors reported that the time difference between the monocular images is
not only tolerated but can produce depth by itself (Ross, 1974; 1976; Tyler, 1974). This is
called temporal disparity and it refers to stereoscopic depth perception induced from
purely temporal delay between the images, dissociated from any spatial (or motion)
information. Temporal disparity was proposed to explain Pulfrich-like phenomena
(Morgan & Thompson, 1975; Tyler, 1974; Burr & Ross, 1979; Ross and Hogben, 1975).
Despite of the temporal disparity claim, the common explanation for stereopsis from
interocularly delayed signals is that signals from one eye persist long enough to interact
with those from the other eye (Howard & Rogers, 2002).
Although the psychophysical literature indicates that the stereoscopic system
makes use of different temporal mechanisms, currently, there are no neurophysiological
studies that examined the consequences of interocular delays at the neuronal level, i.e.
how disparity-tuned neurons would respond when stimuli fall asynchronously on the left
and right receptive fields. In essence, from the psychophysical literature it appears that
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time is an important factor in stereoscopic perception although it is not fully understood
what processes are responsible for stereopsis from interocular delayed signals.

4. The outline of this thesis
The research reported in this thesis is devoted to the investigation of the temporal
properties of disparity processing and depth perception in response to dynamic stimuli. By
studying various temporal aspects we can gain knowledge about mechanisms underlying
stereoscopic vision and, implicitly, about their temporal flexibility and limitations.
Different chapters of this thesis deal with different aspects of disparity processing in
dynamic random-dot stereograms.
In the literature, evidence has been presented that two processes of binocular depth
perception could be at work in binocular vision: tolerance for interocular delays and
temporal integration of correlation. However, the capability of the binocular system to
make use of these very different temporal mechanisms is difficult to imagine, especially
when they interfere with each other. There are no studies in the literature that compared
these mechanisms. In addition, studies that investigated one of these temporal phenomena
did not take into consideration temporal properties of low-level mechanisms. Therefore,
the following question remains to be answered: which mechanisms are truly responsible
for the temporal processing of disparity in DRS? We address this question in the first
chapter, in which we examine temporal mechanisms of binocular disparity processing
considering also temporal properties of monocular luminance processing. We used
different types of dynamic random-dot stereograms in which we presented well-defined
time frames and levels of interocular correlation. Although a study on its own, this chapter
can serve also as an introduction to chapter two.
In the second chapter we look at the relationship between perceived depth and the
textural pattern of DRS in order to examine what temporal information is exploited by the
mechanisms underlying stereomotion in depth. It has been reported in the literature that
the same disparity signals could determine a different magnitude of the perceived depth if
the texture of the visual stimulus (DRS) is either the same or changing on every frame
(Allison & Howard, 2000; Cumming & Parker, 1994). There are no clear explanations for
this difference in perceived depth. In this chapter we investigate the above-mentioned
perceptual discrepancy in relation to the dynamics of low-level mechanisms. To do so, we
examined the influence of temporal frequency on binocular depth perception in two types
of DRS.
It is evident that any dynamic visual stimulus can be described by its temporal as
well as spatial properties. In finding the matching features of a visual scene in both eyes
(i.e., solving the stereo correspondence problem) it might be advantageous to combine
information across spatial scales. Marr and Poggio (1979) proposed a theoretical model in
which a coarse-to-fine scaling process is used to provide correct stereoscopic matching.
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Despite numerous investigations that have established detailed knowledge about various
aspects of spatial scales in stereopsis, questions about (i) how spatial-scales interaction is
accomplished in stereopsis, and (ii) what the time scale is of the process, are not clearly
answered. Temporal aspects of disparity processing at a given spatial scale have never
been investigated. Furthermore, it is not known whether temporal properties of disparity
processing are similar for sustained and transient stimulus presentations. Elucidation of
these problems is the goal of chapter three.
Stereopsis in random-dot stereograms is based on the corresponding dots between
the left and right retinal images. However, monocular dots that do not have any
counterpart in the other eye are also integrated in the interpretation of stereo images. In the
fourth chapter we examine how the human binocular visual system interprets monocular
random-dots superimposed on stereoscopic random-dot patterns, when disparity and
monocular depth information result from elements of different sizes. In addition, we look
at spatial characteristics of the interaction between binocular matchable elements and
monocular unpaired elements by measuring perceptual effects of dot density.
A longstanding debate in the binocular vision literature is how disparity-defined
depth and binocular rivalry relate to each other since both phenomena are derived from
disparate monocular representations of the visual environment. An unanswered question in
this debate is whether stereopsis and binocular rivalry can coexist and, if they can then,
how stereopsis and binocular rivalry relate to and influence each other. We address these
questions in the fifth chapter by looking at perceptual dynamics of binocular rivalry.
Basically, we examined how human visual perception changes over time in the presence
or absence of perceived stereoscopic depth in rivalrous images.
Finally, in the sixth chapter we offer a summary of the results and discuss general
conclusions in relation to the mechanisms responsible for temporal processing of disparity
in dynamic stimuli.
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Chapter 1

Temporal properties of disparity processing
revealed by dynamic random-dot stereograms

Abstract
In studies that investigated the temporal flexibility of the stereoscopic system, it
has been suggested that two different processes of binocular depth perception could be
responsible for the flexibility: tolerance for interocular delays and temporal integration of
correlation. None of the existing studies has investigated the relationship between
tolerance for delays and temporal integration mechanisms and none has revealed which
mechanism is responsible for depth perception in dynamic random-dot stereograms. We
address these questions in the present study. Across five experiments, we investigated the
temporal properties of stereopsis by varying interocular correlation as a function of time
in controlled ways. We presented several different types of dynamic random-dot
stereograms: each consisting of two pairs of alternating random-dot patterns. Our
experimental results demonstrate that (i) disparities from simultaneous monocular inputs
dominate those from interocular delayed inputs; (ii) stereopsis is limited by temporal
properties of monocular luminance mechanisms. (iii) depth perception in DRS results
from cross-correlation-like operation on two simultaneous monocular inputs that
represent the retinal images after having been subjected to a process of monocular
temporal integration of luminance.
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1. Introduction
The human visual system derives depth from small positional differences,
disparities, between the two retinal images. Depth perception derived from disparity is
usually called stereopsis (Howard & Rogers, 2002). In the literature, two binocular neural
processes have been identified that must be active in order to allow stereopsis which
Julesz referred to as ‘local’ and ‘global’ stereopsis. The first (local) process is detection of
disparities. Detection occurs using disparity sensitive cells that are tuned to a specific
disparity or range of disparities between corresponding stimuli presented at specific retinal
locations (Barlow et al, 1967; Poggio & Fisher, 1977; DeAngelis, Ohzawa & Freeman,
1991; Cumming & Parker, 1999). The second (global) process is solving the
correspondence problem. It is assumed that only the output of a subset of active binocular
neurons will reach the level of perception. Binocular neurons, serving the same cyclopean
direction but with different disparity tuning, will usually compete for perception.
Competition is assumed to be present when the images are composed of random dots since
the dots of one image can be linked to many dots of the other image. A generally accepted
view is that global correspondence is achieved by a process that maximizes interocular
correlation (Howard & Rogers, 2002).
Time appears to be a critical factor in both local and global processes although its
role is not yet fully understood. Disparity detection usually occurs between two
simultaneously presented monocular stimuli. However, disparity-induced depth can also
be perceived when one retinal image is somewhat delayed relative to the other. This
phenomenon is called tolerance for interocular delay. Interocular delays can be produced
either electronically or by using a neutral density filter. Several studies have investigated
the effects of interocular delays (Julesz & White, 1969; Ross & Hogben, 1974; Mitchell &
O’Hagan, 1972) and reported that the stereoscopic system tolerates a time difference
between binocular correlated random-dot images of up to 50 ms (Howard & Rogers,
2002). Mitchell & O’Hagan (1972) reported that an interocular delay destroyed disparity
discrimination for line targets but the exact value of the interocular delay depends on the
magnitude of the target disparity. Using dynamic random-dot stereograms (DRS), Julesz
& White (1969) investigated the delay hypothesis and reported that a disparity-defined
square of 48 arcmin was not perceived with one frame delay (~ 80 ms). Cogan et al.
(1993), using repetitively flashed RDS presented with an interocular delay, reported that
correlated RDS lost depth when interocular delays were longer than 45 ms and
anticorrelated RDS showed robust depth when flashed with interocular delays between
some 60 to 90 ms. Cogan et al. (1993) explained depth perception from anticorrelated
RDS by the fact that during the delay time, the image in one eye was paired with the
negative afterimage of the contrast-reversed stimulus in the partner eye. More recently,
Morgan & Fahle (2000) measured depth from interocular delay using a dynamic randomdot pattern in which the individual dots were modulated sinusoidally in luminance over
time. They found that interocular phase lag, not delay, determined depth detection.
20

The fact that so many studies have reported depth in the presence of interocular
delay shows that disparity detection occurs even when one of the monocular stimuli is
delayed relative to the other. However, until now the psychophysical results have been
mainly explained in terms of local processes, ignoring the fact that the global
corresponding solving process may also have specific temporal properties. For instance,
Morgan & Fahle (2000) explained their results by assuming that disparity detectors
receive their input from pairs of monocular motion-direction sensitive neurons. In
contrast, not much is known about the temporal properties of the corresponding solving
process. Neurophysiological data are not yet available. Two psychophysical studies have
addressed the problem (Tyler, 1991; Cormack et al, 1994). These studies reported
temporal integration of correlation, implying that a depth figure can be seen in a sequence
of partially correlated DRS although it cannot be perceived in each individual random-dot
pair. These studies were not conclusive as to the maximum integration time of correlation.
Tyler (1991) reported a time of about 180 ms whereas Cormack et al. (1994) failed to find
a single time of integration.
A problem in drawing conclusions from results of the various experiments that
investigated the above-mentioned temporal mechanisms is that the psychophysical studies
were carried out with different types of stimuli (RDS, DRS, line stereograms), employed
different tasks (correlation detection, depth detection, depth discrimination) and limited
presentation times of the stimuli. The consequence of using limited presentation times of
the stimuli may have been that the values of integration time reported by these studies may
not reflect the period over which the visual system integrates the interocular correlation or
tolerates delays but instead reflect the minimum time that is needed to detect any
perceptual change in the stimulus. Tyler & Julesz (1978; 1976) and Julesz & Tyler (1976)
reported that in correlation detection tasks the subjects judged the appearance of the
stimulus (i.e. the salience or cohesiveness of dots) rather than any impression of the depth
plane as such. Correlation detection tasks are not ideal tasks for the identification of
disparity-defined depth. In order to investigate the effects of interocular delays on
disparity-induced depth perception it is desirable and prudent to employ depth detection or
depth discrimination tasks.
It is clear that before binocular interaction, visual information is processed
monocularly. Thus, interocular delays and temporal integration revealed at a binocular
level are probably influenced by temporal properties of monocular luminance
mechanisms. In the literature, it has been shown that temporal characteristics of luminance
processing are described by the impulse response function in the time domain and by the
temporal contrast sensitivity function in the frequency domain (Burr & Morrone, 1993;
Shinomori & Werner, 2003). By measuring perceptual effects, numerous psychophysical
studies (Swanson et al, 1987; Ikeda, 1965, 1986; Tyler, 1992; Burr & Morrone, 1993)
have shown that responses to very short luminance impulses are biphasic, with a negative
lobe following the initial positive response that lasted about 50 ms (Burr & Morrone,
1993). The impulse responses reflect the temporal properties of the visual system as a
21

whole. However, electro-physiological studies (Kremers et all, 1993; Chichilnisky &
Kalmar, 2002) have demonstrated that impulse responses of retinal ganglion cells have
similar temporal characteristics. Therefore, it is likely that binocular processing is limited
by temporal properties of luminance processing.
We have studied the temporal mechanisms of binocular depth perception
considering the properties of both the correspondence solving process as well as of
monocular luminance processing. We used several well-defined types of DRS that enabled
us to dissociate between various hypotheses. The DRS used in our experiments contained
both spatial as well as (potential) temporal disparities. We employed depth detection and
depth discrimination tasks. The results demonstrate that disparities from simultaneous
monocular inputs dominate those from interocularly delayed inputs. The results also
indicate that stereopsis in DRS is limited by monocular luminance integration. Thus,
stereopsis in DRS seems to result from cross-correlation-like operation on two
simultaneous, monocular inputs that represent the retinal images after having been
subjected to a process of temporal integration of luminance.

2. General Methods
2.1. Observers
Three subjects (ages between 25 and 50 years) participated in all experiments.
None of them showed any visual or oculomotor pathologies other than refraction
anomalies. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were checked for
normal stereopsis by means of a recently developed stereoscopic depth perception test
(van Ee & Richards, 2002).
2.2. Stimuli and Procedure
The stimuli were large random-dot stereograms of 60 (width)  40 (height)
degrees. The stereograms consisted of a regular grid of randomly distributed bright and
dark square dots on a grey background (see Fig 1). The sizes of the dots and the width of
the grey lines between the dots were 10 arcmin. The random-dot stereograms were
generated in real time at a frequency of 70 Hz by an HP 750 Graphics computer and backprojected onto a fronto-parallel translucent screen by a D-ILA projector (JVC DLAG11E). For this projector, we measured the dynamics of the screen luminance for fast
alternations (frame duration 14 ms) between bright and dark dots. The luminance reached
its maximum value within 14 ms and decayed slightly slower than 14 ms (within about 20
ms). We observed that rapidly alternating bright and dark dots were perceived as static
dots at an intermediate brightness level, except at edges between neighbouring dots of
opposite brightness. Due to the dynamics of the projection system, these edges were
visible as thin lines. To avoid seeing these lines, which could carry disparity information,
we isolated the dots from each other over a grey background.
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60 deg
40 deg

Time (ms)

A

-A

A

-A

A

Figure 1. Stimuli used in the four experiments. The stereograms consisted of a grid of
grey lines filled with randomly distributed bright and dark dots. The stimuli were DRS
consisting of the continuous alternation of two image pairs. The images were combined in
three different ways in four separate experiments: a) Experiment 1: stimulus (A, B), (B,
A). The patterns A and B were uncorrelated. b) Experiment 2: stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A).
The patterns A and (-A) were anticorrelated. c) Experiment 3: stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A). d)
Experiment 4: stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A) in the texture detection task. The images consisted
of alternating rows of bright and dark dots on a grey background. In individual trials, the
rows of bright and dark dots were oriented either horizontally or vertically.
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Stereoscopic vision was made possible by placing red and green filters in front of the
observer's eyes so that each image was visible to one of the eyes only (light separation
between red and green filters that were matched to the projector guns was better than
99%). The experiments were performed in an otherwise dark room. Before each trial, the
computer generated two stereograms whose image pairs were fully correlated. Both
stereograms depicted a square, at the same location, that stood out in depth during
binocular viewing. The squares were located on either the left or right side of the
stereograms. The size of the squares was 8  8 deg and their disparity 40 arcmin (crossed
disparity). The image seen by each individual eye did not provide any information about
the position of the square. In each of the three experiments, the dynamic stimuli (DRS)
consisted of the continuous alternation of two image pairs. We varied the presentation
times of the two image pairs. The presentation times were adjustable in steps of 14 ms,
between 14 ms and 168 ms (12 values). Decreasing the step interval (14 ms) for the
presentation times was not possible because the interval was limited by the frame rate of
the projector. The computer generated new patterns before each trial. It is important to
mention that for each image pair the correlation level was the same everywhere across the
image, irrespective of whether an area contained the depth figure or not.
In Experiments 1, 2, 3 and 6 we used a depth detection task and a forced-choice
paradigm in which the subject's indicated (by pressing a key) whether the disparitydefined square was presented on the left or right side of the DRS. The task was easy for all
subjects. The subjects were free to make eye movements. Each combination of
presentation times was repeated twenty times in ten separate sessions (288 trials in each
session). The combinations were presented in a random order within each individual
session. We used a level of 75% of correct answers as the criterion for reliable depth
detection.
A control experiment (Experiment 5) was carried out in order to test whether a
depth discrimination task would produce different results than a depth detection task for
our stimuli. Thus, in Experiment 5 we used the same stimuli as those employed in
Experiments 1, 2 and 3 but in different task. To demonstrate that the subjects made their
judgments based on stereoscopic information we asked the subjects to judge whether the
test square appeared in front (crossed disparity) or behind (uncrossed disparity) the
background. The disparity of the square was ± 40 arcmin.
In all experiments, the DRS were presented on the screen until the subject gave
his/her answer, by pressing a key.

3. Experiment 1
The goal of this experiment was twofold: 1) to reproduce the experiment of Julesz
and White (1969) with a slightly different stimulus; 2) to extend their results to irregular
presentation times of the images. In our experiment, we used continuous alternation of
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only two images instead of a sequence of different images as in the experiment of Julesz
and White (1969). We preferred these stimuli because they allowed us to measure
luminance effects over time in a controlled way.
3.1. Method
The computer generated two stereograms whose left and right image pairs (L, R),
which we denote by (A, A) and (B, B), were highly correlated. The patterns A and B were
uncorrelated. The dynamic stimulus consisted of the continuous alternation of two image
pairs: image pair (A, B) and image pair (B, A) respectively (Fig 1a). The two alternated
images were uncorrelated in two ways: spatially as well as temporally, i.e. the left and
right images were uncorrelated at all times and also each eye's image consisted of the
alternation of two uncorrelated images. The stimulus (A, B), (B, A) constituted a DRS in
which correlation was zero within each of the periods T AB and T BA and thus, throughout
the presentation time. In this stimulus, the sequence of patterns was identical in the left
and right eye, i.e. A, B, A, B, … but the patterns were out of phase. However, if the visual
system would tolerate the delay of one eye's image by one time period T, then this
stimulus would become binocularly indistinguishable from the stimulus (A, A), (B, B),
resulting in high correlation at all times.
One may think that red-green anaglyphs are not the best choice for studying
temporal factors because of differences in processing time for red and green colours.
However, we averaged the depth detection results of combinations (T AB , T BA ) with those
of (T BA , T AB ) and, therefore, the possible differences due to processing time for red and
green were cancelled out. This holds for all results in response to different image
combinations presented in this paper.
3.2. Results
Depth detection scores (percentage correct answers) are presented as a function of
the time periods T AB and T BA for three subjects (Fig 2). The graphs have triangular shape
because we averaged the results of combinations (T AB , T BA ) with those of (T BA , T AB ).
The only difference between the stimuli associated with these combinations was the image
pair, either (A, B) or (B, A) that appeared at the onset of stimulus presentation. Since
depth judgements were made after seconds of viewing (typically, 3 to 7 sec) we
considered both stimuli as equivalent. Statistical analysis did not show any difference
between their results. The bright areas in Fig.2 indicate combinations of T AB and T BA for
which the subjects detected depth. No depth was detected in the darker areas. The results
indicate that the subjects were able to perceive depth for most combinations of T AB and
T BA ranging between 14 ms and about 70 ms. For periods of T AB = T BA longer than about
70 ms, none of the subjects was able to detect depth. Qualitatively the results were similar
in the three subjects.
The subjects reported that they perceived the DRS as static when T AB + T BA < 42
ms, flickering when 42 ms < T AB + T BA < 168 ms, and alternating when T AB + T BA > 168
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ms. When the DRS was perceived as static the subjects reported that the texture (dots) of
the DRS contained three brightness levels whereas each individual pattern (i.e. image A or
B) consisted of only two luminance levels (bright and dark dots). The perceived texture
contained bright dots, dark dots and dots of intermediate brightness (grey).
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Figure 2. Performances in the depth detection task for the stimulus (A, B), (B, A). Depth
detection scores (percentage correct answers) are presented as a function of the
presentation time of the two images T AB and T BA , for presentation times between 14 ms
and 168 ms. The white areas indicate combinations of T AB and T BA that correspond to
depth detection. No depth was detected in the darker areas.

3.3. Discussion
The present results indicated that delays of about 70 ms between the correlated
images are the upper limit for depth detection. Julesz &White (1969) reported that delays
of 80 ms were not tolerated. Our results show that by using stimuli that consisted of the
continuous alternation of only two frames the tolerated delays have similar values to those
reported by authors who used stimuli in which each image pair was different on every
frame (Julesz & White, 1969; Ross & Hogben, 1974).
We can think of three non-exclusive explanations for the fact that depth was
perceived in our DRS. The first explanation is that the stereoscopic system tolerates time
differences between binocularly correlated random-dot images of up to 70 ms. The second
possibility is that the temporal window of the correspondence solving process is about 140
ms. The third explanation is that seeing depth in fast DRS presented with interocular delay
is a consequence of the temporal properties of monocular luminance mechanisms. Our
stimulus (A, B), (B, A) is not suited to dissociate between these explanations. The
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objective of the Experiment 2 was to use a stimulus that enabled us to reject at least one of
the three explanations.
If one uses DRS in which the images are different on every frame then one can
study interocular delay but not monocular luminance mechanisms. By using our type of
DRS we could investigate all three mechanisms. A repeated alternation of only two frames
allowed us to measure luminance effects over time in a controlled way.

4. Experiment 2
In this experiment we used a DRS in which the two alternated images were
anticorrelated in two ways: spatially as well as temporally, i.e. the left and right images
were anticorrelated at all times and also each eye's image consisted of the alternation of
two anticorrelated images. In other words, the stimulus consisted of the combination (-A,
A), (A, -A). If the visual system is able to delay one eyes' image by a certain time period
T, then this stimulus will be equivalent to the fully correlated stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A). As
a result, we expected to find similar results as in Experiment 1 if temporal tolerance was
caused by the interocular delay mechanisms. We also expected similar results if the
correspondence solving process would have a time window of two frames. On the other
hand, we anticipated different results if monocular luminance integration was the
predominant determinant.
4.1. Method
The DRS consisted of the continuous alternation of two image pairs: image pair (A, A) and image pair (A, -A) respectively (Fig 1b). The stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A)
constituted a DRS in which correlation was -1 at all times. In monocular viewing,
successive frames were anticorrelated. The sequence of patterns in the left and right eye
was identical over time, i.e. A, - A, A, - A, … but the sequences were out of phase.
However, if the visual system could delay one eye's image by one time period T -A A or
T A -A , the stimulus would become indistinguishable from the stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A),
resulting in a highly correlated stimulus at all times.
The stimuli (-A, A), (A, -A) and (A, B), (B, A) (Experiment 1) were similar to
each other in the following respects: a) the alternation of patterns in the two eyes was out
of phase; b) in each eye, the two alternated patterns were rivalrous, i.e. - A, A, -A, A, …
and A, B, A, B, … , respectively; c ) at each instant in time the images were rivalrous, i.e.
(-A, A) and (A, B), respectively; d) if the stereoscopic system could delay one eye's image
by a certain time period, both stimuli would result in highly correlated stimuli.
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Figure 3. Performances in the depth detection task for: a) stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A); b)
stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A). Percentage correct answers are presented as a function of the
presentation time of the two images, for presentation times between 14 ms and 168 ms.
The white areas indicate the combinations of T A A and T -A -A corresponding to depth
detection. No depth was detected in the darker areas. c) Performances in the texture
detection task for stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A). Texture detection scores are presented as a
function of the presentation times of the two images T A A and T -A -A , for presentation
times between 14 ms and 168 ms. White areas indicate the T A A and T -A -A combinations
corresponding to texture detection. Darker areas indicate no texture detection.
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4.2. Results
Depth detection scores (percentage correct answers) are presented as a function of
the time periods T -A A and T A -A for three subjects (Fig 3a). All subjects performed at
chance level (50%). None of the subjects was able to perceive depth in this stimulus at any
combination of T -A A and T A -A between 14 ms and 168 ms.
4.3. Discussion
The very different
results in response to stimuli (-A, A), (A, -A) and (A, B), (B, A)
€
(see Experiment 1) indicate that the human stereoscopic system cannot detect disparity or
cannot solve the correspondence problem between interocular delayed stimuli. In other
words, we conclude that in DRS, interocular correlation is computed between
simultaneously presented patterns.
The results obtained in response to dynamic stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A) are the same
as those obtained in response to any static anticorrelated stereogram. It is known that
uncorrelated or anticorrelated images produce no sensation of depth (Julesz, 1971;
Cumming et al., 1998). However, many neurons manifest disparity selectivity when
stimulated with anticorrelated RDS (Cumming & Parker, 1997). Also, anticorrelated
images induce transient vergence eye movements in opposite direction than correlated
images (Masson et all. 1997).
One could argue that the impossibility to see any depth in stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A)
for any combination of presentation time T -A A and T A -A , was not caused by the absence
of delay mechanisms but by the fact that, in monocular viewing, the continuous
alternations of anticorrelated images might have a detrimental effect on stereopsis. This
alternative explanation will be tested in the next experiment.

5. Experiment 3
The objective of this experiment was to test whether or not stereopsis was
negatively influenced by fast monocular alternations of opposite luminance polarity,
between the anticorrelated patterns A and (-A).
5.1. Method
We used DRS that were similar to those of Experiment 2, from a monocular point
of view. The difference was that the left and right image pairs were highly correlated at
each moment in time instead of being anticorrelated. The stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A)
consisted of the repeated alternation of image pair (A, A) and image pair (-A, -A) (Fig 1c).
The sequence of patterns was identical in the left and right eye and in phase. If monocular
repeated presentations of anticorrelated images prevent stereopsis then we expect similar
results as in Experiment 2.
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5.2. Results
Depth detection scores (percentage correct answers) are presented as a function of
the time periods T A A and T -A -A for three subjects (Fig 3b). The white areas indicate
combinations of T A A and T -A -A for which the subjects detected depth. No depth was
detected in the darker areas. These results indicate that the subjects were able to perceive
depth at the level of 100% for all combinations of T A A and T -A -A between 14 ms and 168
ms, except for a few combinations of short and approximately equal alternation times.
Subjects AK and EG were unable to detect depth for the alternation periods of T A A =
T -A -A = 14 ms, 28 ms and 42 ms. Subject CE could not detect depth for alternation
periods of 56 ms in addition.
It is also important to note that perceived depth was sustained although, in
monocular viewing, luminance polarity fluctuated fast as a function of time. For T A A =
T -A -A = 14 ms and 28 ms, the subjects reported that they perceived a fully grey
(intermediate brightness) image without any dots or other textural contours.
5.3. Discussion
To our knowledge, our experiment is the first that has studied the effects of
opposite luminance polarity on depth detection in DRS. The results showed that depth is
clearly perceived for presentation times of each image longer than about 40 ms despite the
fact that in monocular viewing, luminance polarity alternated as a function of time (i.e.
successive monocular images were anticorrelated).
Additional evidence against tolerance to interocular delays in human stereoscopic
vision is provided by stimuli (-A, A), (A, -A) and (A, A), (-A, -A). Stimulus (-A, A), (A, A) would be indistinguishable from (A, A), (-A, -A) in binocular viewing if the visual
system would tolerate delays between the left and right eye's images. If this were true, the
results for stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A) should resemble those of stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A).
The fact that in stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A) the subjects were able to see the depth figure for
very short but irregular alternations (for instance, T A A = 14 ms and T -A -A = 28 ms or 42
ms, i.e. white areas on the lateral sides of the darker areas in Fig. 3b), but none of the
subjects perceived depth in stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A) for the same alternation times (Fig
3a) is an indication that even 14 ms of interocular delay between correlated images are not
tolerated by the stereoscopic system.
One can conclude that monocular alternations in luminance polarity did not cause
the rivalry of stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A) (Experiment 2) for alternation periods longer than
about 40 ms. However, the impossibility to see disparity-defined shape for very short
alternation periods of 14 ms, 28 ms and 42 ms in both stimuli (-A, A), (A, -A) and (A, A),
(-A, -A) respectively, may be due to the temporal properties of monocular luminance
mechanisms. Temporal properties of luminance mechanisms are the likely cause of the
depth detection limits if texture and depth detection limits coincide in individual subjects.
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6. Experiment 4
In this experiment, we measured the temporal limits of texture (contrast) formation
in our DRS.
6.1. Method
We used the stimulus configuration (A, A), (-A, -A) of Experiment 2, but this time
in a texture detection task. The texture detection task required a stimulus in which the
textural pattern could easily be recognized by the subjects. Thus, the random dot patterns
used in the previous experiments were not suited for this purpose. We used images that
consisted of alternating rows of bright and dark dots on a grey background (Fig 1d). Both
the dot size and the width of the grey background in between the rows were 10 arcmin. In
individual trials, the rows of bright and dark dots were oriented either horizontally or
vertically. Before each trial, the computer generated two image pairs (A, A) and (-A, -A),
both containing the vertical or horizontal rows of bright and dark dots. A forced-choice
paradigm was used in which the subject's task was to indicate (by pressing a key) whether
the rows of bright and dark dots were vertical or horizontal. The task was easy for all
subjects. We recorded for which alternations the subjects were able to detect the
horizontal or vertical texture of DRS. Each combination was presented ten times in ten
separate sessions. The combinations were presented in a random order in individual
sessions.
6. 2. Results
Texture detection scores (percentage correct answers) are presented as a function
of the time periods T A A and T -A -A for three subjects (Fig 3c). The white areas indicate
combinations of T A A and T -A -A for which the subjects detected texture at the level of
100%. No texture was detected in the darker areas.
These results show that the subjects were able to detect horizontal and vertical
dotted lines at the level of 100% for all combinations of presentation times of the two
images T A A and T -A -A , between 14 ms and 168 ms, except for a few combinations of
very short and equal alternation times of 14 and 28 ms. The subjects AK and CE did not
detect the lines for alternation periods of 42 ms, in addition. Also, for T A A = T -A -A = 56
ms the texture detection score of subject CE was not at 100% level.
6.3. Discussion
The significant finding of this experiment is the fact that the areas of no texture
detection (darker areas in Fig 3c) are very similar to the areas of no depth detection
(darker areas in Fig 3b) within each subject. This similarity indicates that stereopsis in
DRS was not possible in the absence of perceived texture or contours, in both the left and
right eyes, for short and equal presentation times of the two images (A, A) and (-A, -A).
The fact that the depth figure, the square, was visible for very short but unequal alternation
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times (white areas on the lateral sides of the darker areas in Fig 3b) is a clear indication
that stereopsis in DRS requires perceived texture. In short, the present results indicated
that the temporal processing of disparity was limited by temporal properties of luminance
mechanisms.

7. Experiment 5
The goal of this experiment was to test whether our stimuli would produce similar
results in a depth discrimination task.
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7.1. Method
We used the same stimuli configurations as those employed in Experiments 1, 2
and 3 namely: 1) stimuli (A, B), (B, A); 2)(-A, A), (A, -A) and, 3) (A, A), (-A, -A), but in
a depth discrimination task. Only subject EG participated in this experiment. The task of
the subject was to judge whether the test square appeared in front (crossed disparity) or
behind (uncrossed disparity) the background. The disparity of the square was ± 40 arcmin.
Each combination of presentation times of the two images was repeated twenty times in
ten separate sessions (288 trials in each session). The combinations were presented in a
random order within each individual session.
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Figure 4. Performances in the depth discrimination task for: a) stimulus (A, B), (B, A); b)
stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A); c) stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A). Percentage correct answers are
presented as a function of the presentation time of the two images, for presentation times
between 14 ms and 168 ms.
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7.2. Results and Discussion
Depth discrimination results (percentage correct answers) are presented as a
function of the time periods T of the two images, for the three stimuli (Fig 4). In stimulus
(A, B), (B, A), the subject performed at the level of 100% for periods of T AB = T BA
shorter than 70 ms (Fig 4a). For T AB = T BA longer than about 84 ms the subject performed
at chance level. In stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A) the subject was not able to discriminate
between the two disparity-defined shapes and performed at chance level because no
disparity-defined shape was perceived regardless of the disparity sign (Fig 4b). In stimulus
(A, A), (-A, -A) the subject performed at 100% level for all combinations of T A A and
T -A -A between 14 ms and 168 ms, except for T A A = T -A -A = 14 and 28 ms when her
performance was at chance. For T A A = T -A -A = 42 ms the performance was at the 85%
level.
The results show similar trends as those in Figs 2, 3a and 3b respectively. Both
depth detection and depth discrimination tasks produced similar results. Therefore, we are
confident that the subjects’ judgments were based on perceived depth.

8. Experiment 6
The result of Experiment 2 and the conclusion that interocular correlation is
computed between simultaneously presented images seems to be in conflict with the result
of Experiment 1 and the tolerance for interocular delay conclusion drawn by Julesz &
White (1969). We tested whether the conflict is resolved by considering tolerance for
noise in the correspondence solving process. It is well known that depth is perceived in
DRS in which interocular correlation is not necessarily unity but is above a certain
threshold. Cormack et all (1994) measured thresholds for detecting depth using images
that had between 0.1 and 0.5 of correlation. Thus, the fact that depth was perceived in
stimulus (A, B), (B, A) for T AB = T BA between 42 ms and 70 ms and also for irregular
T AB and T BA might be explained by the tolerance for noise at the binocular level. To test
the tolerance for noise hypothesis is the goal of this experiment. To do so, we manipulated
the correlation threshold in stimulus (A, B), (B, A). We predict that decreasing the
interocular correlation level between the images A and B would result in the reduction of
combinations of T AB and T BA for which depth is perceived (i.e. a decrease of the white
area in Fig.2).
8.1. Method
We used DRS similar to those of Experiment 1, i.e., stimulus (A, B), (B, A). The
difference was that the interocular correlation level between the patterns A and B was
different. In two separate sessions, we used two different levels of interocular correlation,
namely -0.4 (i.e., 70% of the dots in images A and B have opposite luminance polarity),
and -0.8 (i.e., 90% of the dots in image A and B have opposite luminance polarity). Thus,
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the stimulus (A, B), (B, A) constituted a DRS in which correlation was lower that zero (0.4 and -0.8, respectively) within each of the periods T AB and T BA and thus, throughout
the presentation time. In monocular viewing, the continuous alternation of patterns A and
B determined the reciprocal masking of 70% and 90% of dots, respectively, in the two
images. Only subject EG participated in this experiment. The task and procedure were the
same as Experiment 1.
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Figure 5. Performances in the depth detection task for the stimulus (A, B), (B, A) when the
interocular correlation between the patterns (A) and (B) was a) zero (i.e. uncorrelated
patterns); b) -0.4; c) -0.8; d) -1 (i.e. anticorrelated). Depth detection scores (percentage
correct answers) are presented as a function of the presentation time of the two images
T AB and T BA , for presentation times between 14 ms and 168 ms. White areas indicate
combinations of T AB and T BA that correspond to depth detection. No depth was detected
in the darker areas.
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8.2. Results and Discussion
Depth detection scores are presented in Fig.5b and 5c as a function of the time
periods T AB and T BA for interocular correlation levels of -0.4 and -0.8, respectively. Fig.
5a and 5d are the same as in Experiment 1 and 2, respectively. The bright areas indicate
combinations of T AB and T BA for which the subject detected depth. No depth was detected
in the darker areas. The results indicate that combinations of T AB and T BA for which the
subject was able to perceive depth decreased progressively with decreasing the interocular
correlation level between the images A and B from an upper limit of about 70 ms when
interocular correlation was 0 (Fig.5a), to about 42 ms when interocular correlation was 0.4 and -0.8 (Fig 5b and 5c respectively) and to none when the images were anticorrelated
(Fig.5d). Furthermore, the effect of decreasing correlation level was more prominent for
irregular T AB and T BA . These results are in agreement with predictions of tolerance for
noise hypothesis.

9. General Discussion
In this study, experiments were performed to assess the temporal properties and
limitations of disparity processing in DRS. We measured depth detection in response to
three different combinations of DRS: 1) (A, B), (B, A); 2) (-A, A), (A, -A); 3) (A, A), (-A,
-A). The principal results of these experiments can be summarized as follows.
Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that disparities from simultaneous monocular inputs
dominate those from interocularly delayed inputs. Experiments 3 (stimulus (A, A), (-A, A)) showed that alternations in luminance polarity slower than 42 ms/frame could not be
the reason of rivalry in stimulus (-A, A), (A, -A). Experiments 3 and 4 showed that for fast
and equal alternations of luminance polarity between 14 ms and 42 ms, depth was not
perceived in stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A) due to temporal properties of monocular luminance
mechanisms. These results indicate that stereopsis in DRS is limited by monocular
luminance integration. Experiment 6 showed that perceived depth in stimulus (A, B), (B,
A) for frame durations longer than about 42 ms and also for unequal presentation times of
the two images can be explained by a tolerance for noise in the stereoscopic system.
It might seem surprisingly that in the study of Cogan et al. (1993) subjects
perceived depth in anticorrelated stereograms presented with interocular delay of 60 to 90
ms. However, in their stimuli each eye’s image was followed by a blank screen (uniform
grey field, G), i.e. the stimulus configuration is (A, G), (G, -A). Cogan et al. (1993)
explained perceived depth in anticorrelated stereograms presented with interocular delay
of some 60 ms by the fact that during the delay time, the image in one eye was paired with
the negative afterimage of the contrast-reversed stimulus in the partner eye. The impulse
response function shows that such an afterimage is present between about 50 and 100 ms
(Burr & Morrone, 1993). Thus, perceptually, their stimulus (A, G), (G, -A) became
somewhat similar to our stimulus (A, A), (-A, -A) due to the monocular luminance
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mechanisms. For presentation times between 60 to 90 ms depth was easily perceived in
our stimuli (A, A), (-A, -A). Based on these findings, one should take into consideration
the effects of luminance mechanisms if one studies the stereoscopic system using stimuli
that contain black frames between the images or presentation durations of the stimuli
shorter than about 40 ms.
The present experiments allow us to make a few remarks concerning both transient
and sustained stereopsis that go beyond the purpose of this paper. To clarify; the terms
sustained and transient could refer to the types of stimuli, to the underlying mechanisms or
to the percepts. Recently, Schor and collaborators (Schor et al. 1998; Edwards et al. 1999;
Pope et al. 1999) have presented evidence for separate sustained and transient stereo
systems that differ in their temporal and spatial sensitivities. These authors reported that
short presentations (200 ms) of dichoptic pairs of opposite-contrast Gaussians induced
depth perception, whereas long lasting presentations (4 s) did not. In their view the
sustained system requires longer stimulus duration. A number of studies have shown that
anticorrelated images produce no sensation of depth (Julesz, 1971; Cogan et al. 1993;
Cumming et al., 1998). Pope et al. (1999) concluded that spatially-complex stimuli, like
dense anticorrelated RDS appear to be processed exclusively by the sustained system,
which cannot match opposite-contrast stimuli (Howard & Rogers, 2002). Our stimuli were
sustained with respect to the presentation times. The resulting depth percepts were also
sustained. The tight relationship between these aspects and the findings of Schor and
collaborators, allow us to conclude that we investigated the sustained stereo system.
To conclude: (i) disparities from simultaneous monocular inputs dominate those
from interocular delayed inputs; (ii) stereopsis is limited by monocular luminance
integration mechanisms. In other words, stereopsis in fast DRS requires perceived textural
pattern. (iii) depth perception in DRS results from a sequence of two processes: monocular
temporal integration of luminance followed by a cross-correlation-like operation between
simultaneous monocular inputs that have each been subjected to the temporal integration
of luminance. If the correlation level is above a certain threshold, stereopsis occurs.
Otherwise, the images are perceived as rivalrous.
9.1. Neurophysiological studies
Physiological studies have shown that disparity sensitive neurons in V1 and V2
respond to the disparities between the two retinal images. These cells with positionally
disparate receptive fields fire when the stimulus disparity matches the receptive field
disparity. Until recently, it was not clear from neurophysiological studies, how disparitytuned neurons would respond when the stimulus falls on the left and right receptive fields
with an interocular delay. In other words, what are the consequences of interocular delays
at neuronal level? Very recently, Cumming & Read (2003) recorded responses of disparity
selective V1 neurons using DRS in which each image was refreshed for every frame and
showed that an interocular delay of only one video frame (14 ms) reduced dramatically the
magnitude of the disparity-selective response. Moreover, Cumming and Read suggested
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that the psychophysical consequences of an interocular delay were even more dramatic.
Our results support this suggestion. By using different DRS consisting of continuous
alternation of two image pairs, we clearly demonstrated that disparities from
simultaneously presented monocular inputs dominate those from interocularly delayed
inputs. In other words, the human stereoscopic system appears to be very intolerant of
interocular time delays between correlated images.
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Chapter 2

Differences in perceived depth for temporally
correlated and uncorrelated dynamic
random-dot stereograms

Abstract
We investigated the influence of temporal frequency on binocular depth perception
in dynamic random-dot stereograms (DRS). We used (i) temporally correlated DRS in
which a single pair of images alternated between two disparity values, and (ii) temporally
uncorrelated DRS consisting of the repeated alternation of two uncorrelated image pairs
each having one of two disparity values. Our results show that disparity-defined depth is
judged differently in temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated DRS above a
temporal frequency of about 3 Hz. The results and simulations indicate that (i) above
about 20 Hz, the complete absence of stereomotion is caused by temporal integration of
luminance; (ii) the difference in perceived depth in temporally correlated and temporally
uncorrelated DRS for temporal frequencies between 20 and 3 Hz, is caused by temporal
integration of disparity.
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1. Introduction
Since their introduction by Julesz (1960), random-dot stereograms (RDS) and their
dynamic version (DRS) have often been used to study the relationship between binocular
disparity and depth perception in humans. RDS and DRS are powerful tools because in
these stereograms disparity is the only source of depth. In order to extract depth from RDS
the binocular visual system must solve the correspondence problem: which dots in the left
retinal image match those in the right retinal image. This stereoscopic matching process is
accomplished by neurons in V1 and V2 of the visual cortex (Barlow et al, 1967; Poggio &
Fisher, 1977; Hubel & Livingstone, 1987; DeAngelis, Ohzawa & Freeman, 1991).
However, depth perception does not always accurately reflect the disparity-defined depth
of the stimulus (van Ee & Erkelens, 1996; van Ee et al., 1999). This might also be valid in
dynamic conditions: what textural pattern we see and where in depth we perceive the
disparity-defined shape may not be a simple matter of what is specified in the independent
images of the stimulus. In dynamic stimuli, it is likely that stereoscopic matching is more
complex.
DRS have been used to investigate (i) the levels of interocular correlation required
for stereopsis, and (ii) stereomotion, that is referred to as motion-in-depth perception from
purely binocular processes, i.e. in the absence of monocular cues (Cumming & Parker,
1994; Patterson, 1999; Howard & Rogers, 2002). The general assumption has been that
subsequent images of DRS are treated independently from each other by the binocular
processes. A few studies measured perceived depth from changing disparity in DRS
composed of random-dot textures that were either the same or dynamically changed on
every frame (Allison & Howard, 2000; Cumming & Parker, 1994). In these studies
disparity was changed between frames at high rates (~ 33 Hz), for both types of texture.
These studies showed that matched depth was greater when the texture changed than when
it remained the same. Allison and Howard (2000) explained the difference as a cue
conflict between stereopsis and monocular depth cues. However, it is obvious that before
any binocular interaction can take place, visual information is processed monocularly.
Thus, both disparity processing and depth perception mechanisms could possibly be
affected by temporal properties of monocular luminance mechanisms.
Numerous psychophysical studies (Swanson et al, 1987; Ikeda, 1965, 1986; Burr
& Morrone, 1993) have shown that responses to luminance impulses are temporally
biphasic, with a negative lobe following the initial positive response (Burr & Morrone,
1993; Shinomori & Werner, 2003). These impulse responses, which last about 150 ms,
reflect the temporal properties of the visual system as a whole. Moreover,
electrophysiological studies (Kremers et all, 1993; Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002)
demonstrated that impulse responses of retinal ganglion cells have similar temporal
characteristics. Therefore, it is possible that the temporal properties of binocular
mechanisms for disparity and depth processing are limited by the temporal (frequency
tuning) characteristics of the luminance system.
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If this view is correct then, in order to derive the disparity-defined depth
information, the correspondence problem is solved between left and right monocular
luminance-averaged patterns that represent the retinal images after having been subjected
to temporal integration of luminance. Then, binocular correspondence in DRS results from
a cross-correlation-like operation between monocular luminance-averaged images. This
explanation implies that the mechanism that limits binocular processing is located at the
monocular level.
An alternative explanation for the temporal limitations of disparity processing and
stereomotion perception was proposed by a number of studies which suggest that for
temporal frequencies above about 8 Hz, depth in DRS and the failure to perceive
stereomotion result from temporal summation of disparity (Beverley & Regan, 1974;
Regan & Beverley, 1973; White & Odom, 1985; Patterson, 1999; Cumming & Parker,
1994; Howard & Rogers, 2002). According to this view, the mechanism responsible for
temporal limitations of disparity processing and stereomotion is located at binocular level.
In brief, it is not yet clear which of the above-mentioned explanations (i.e.,
monocular vs. binocular) are responsible for the temporal limitations of disparity
processing and stereomotion in depth.
In the present study we investigate which processes limit human binocular depth
perception. First, we show how different types of DRS can be used for this purpose. Then,
we present the experimental results that show: (i) absence of stereomotion above 10 Hz in
both temporally correlated and uncorrelated DRS; (ii) gradual decrease in stereomotion
between 3 and 10 Hz in temporally correlated DRS; (iii) gradual change from
stereomotion to transparency in temporally uncorrelated DRS.

2. Predictions
In order to explore the limitations of disparity processing at high temporal
frequencies we use two types of DRS that enable us to make clear predictions. We use (a)
temporally correlated DRS in which a single pair of images alternates between two
disparity values, 0 and 51 arcmin (Fig.1a); (b) temporally uncorrelated DRS consisting of
the repeated alternation of two uncorrelated image pairs, one having a disparity of 0
arcmin and the other a disparity of 51 arcmin (Fig.1b). In the temporally correlated DRS,
the disparity of 51 arcmin is introduced by either symmetrical (25.5 and 25.5 arcmin) or
asymmetrical (17 and 34 arcmin) displacement of dots in one image relative to that of dots
in the other image. The predictions for the two types of DRS are summarised below.
At low temporal frequencies, stereoscopic matching occurs on a frame-by-frame
basis. Therefore, it is evident that similar depths will be perceived in both types of DRS,
namely two alternating depth planes at depths corresponding to disparities of 0 and 51
arcmin, respectively. Examples of stereoscopic matching on a frame-by-frame basis for
temporally correlated DRS are shown in Fig.2a and 2c (grey dots).
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At high temporal frequencies, perceived depth will depend on the type of
interaction between subsequent images.
(i) Monocular interaction: temporal averaging of luminance. If stereoscopic
matching occurs between temporally averaged monocular images, disparity and thus,
depth will be different for temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated DRS:

64 deg

Figure 1. Stimuli used in Experiment 1: a) temporally correlated DRS; b) temporally
uncorrelated DRS.
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(a) Temporally uncorrelated DRS: Due to the fact that temporally uncorrelated DRS
provide independent samples of dots on every frame, any dot in the horizontal direction of
one eye's luminance-averaged image has only one corresponding dot in the other eye's
luminance-averaged image. If depth results from stereoscopic matching between the
monocular luminance-averaged textural patterns then two transparent depth planes will be
perceived at depths that correspond to 0 and 51 arcmin, independent of temporal
frequency.
(b) Symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS: Due to the temporal properties of luminance
mechanisms, the monocular textural patterns of temporally correlated DRS are composed
of ‘pairs of dots’ (left side of Fig.2b) because the same textural pattern is used on every
frame. If depth results from stereoscopic matching between the luminance-averaged
textural patterns then, due to correspondence that is not possible in the separate images, a
single depth plane will be perceived at an intermediate depth that corresponds to the
disparity of 25.5 arcmin (black dots on the left side of Fig.2c).
(c) Asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS. If depth results from stereoscopic matching
between the luminance-averaged textural patterns (right side of Fig.2b) then, again due to
correspondence that was not possible in the separate images, two transparent depth planes
will be perceived at intermediate depths that correspond to disparities of 17 and 34 arcmin
(black dots on the right side of Fig.2c).
(ii) Binocular interaction: temporal summation of disparity (at identical
locations). If depth results from temporal integration of disparity, we can qualitatively
predict that the two types of DRS will be perceived differently due to the distinct spatial
configurations of dots in the two types of DRS, namely (a) we will see two transparent
depth planes in temporally uncorrelated DRS due to the fact that different disparities occur
in different binocular visual directions, and (b) we will see one oscillating depth plane in
temporally correlated DRS (due to the fact that different disparities occur in the same
binocular visual direction), whose perceived depth will change gradually with temporal
frequency. Perceived depth will reflect more accurately the disparity components of the
stimulus with decreasing temporal frequency. Quantitative depth predictions are difficult
to be made now because we do not know the temporal extent of binocular temporal
integration. This issue will be thoroughly discussed in the discussion section.
It is important to mention that in this study we refer to temporal summation of
disparity as summation of disparities at identical locations, and not to disparities across
different locations. If temporal summation of disparity would occur across locations, then
in all types of DRS we would perceive a single depth plane at the disparity of 25.5 arcmin,
independent of whether disparity would be introduced by symmetrically or asymmetrically
displaced dots in the two images. If this would be the case, than perceiving transparency in
DRS would not be possible.
The above-mentioned predictions will be tested in the next experiment.
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Figure 2. Predictions for perceived depth in temporally correlated DRS in which the
disparity of 51 arcmin was introduced by: i) symmetrical (25.5 and 25.5 arcmin), and ii)
asymmetrical (17 and 34 arcmin), displacement of the dots in one eye’s image relative to
the dots in the other eye’s image. See text for explanations.
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3. Methods
3.1. Observers
Three subjects participated in all experiments. Two subjects (LW and ME) were
naive with respect to the purpose of the experiments. None of the subjects showed any
visual or oculomotor pathologies other than refraction anomalies. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were checked for normal stereopsis by means of a
recently developed stereoscopic depth perception test (van Ee & Richards 2002).
3.2. Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli were large RDS of 64 (width)  48 (height) deg. The stereograms
consisted of randomly distributed bright dots (square-like elements) on a dark background
(5% dot density). The dot size was 8.5 arcmin. The RDS were generated in real time at a
frequency of 70 Hz by an HP 750 Graphics computer and back-projected onto a frontoparallel translucent screen by a D-ILA projector (JVC DLA-G11E). Stereoscopic vision
was made possible by placing red and green filters in front of the observer's eyes so that
each image was visible to one of the eyes only (light separation between red and green
filters that were matched to the projector guns was better than 99%). The experiments
were performed in an otherwise dark room. Before each trial, the computer generated two
stereograms whose left and right image pairs (L, R) which we denote by (A, A) and (B,
B), were fully correlated. The patterns A and B were uncorrelated. The DRS consisted of
the ongoing alternation of two image pairs. Successive images contained different
disparities, such that, when displayed in alternation, they resulted in a square-wave like
modulation of disparity over time. The size of the disparity-defined square was 6.8  6.8
deg and the two disparities were D1 = 0 arcmin and D 2 = 51 arcmin (crossed disparity).
Two types of DRS were used as test stimuli (i) temporally correlated DRS in which a
single image pair (A, A) alternated between two disparity values, 0 and 51 arcmin
(Fig.1a); (ii) temporally uncorrelated DRS that consisted of the continuous alternation of
two image pairs: (A, A) and (B, B) respectively, one having a disparity of 0 arcmin and
the other a disparity of 51 arcmin (Fig.1b). Due to the fact that the same textural pattern is
used in temporally correlated DRS, the disparity-defined shape steps in depth relative to a
static background whereas in temporally uncorrelated DRS, the depth of the disparitydefined square is judged in respect with a dynamic background. In order to make the
relative depth judgements as comparable as possible for the two types of DRS, we used
also a dynamic background for temporally correlated DRS (i.e. the background has
different random-dot textural pattern on every frame). In two separate experiments, the
disparity D 2 was introduced by displacing the dots in one image relative to the dots in the
other image (1) symmetrically (25.5 and 25.5 arcmin), and (2) asymmetrically (17 and 34
arcmin). For both types of DRS, the presentation times of the two images were adjustable
in steps of 14 ms, between 14 ms and 210 ms. The step size (14 ms) for the presentation
times was dictated by the frame rate of the projector.
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Different frame durations, i.e., temporal frequencies were presented in a random order
within each individual session. For both types of DRS, each temporal frequency was
measured ten times. In the experiment in which disparity was introduced by asymmetrical
displacement of the images, we used only very short frame durations, namely 14, 28 and
42 ms. The reason was that for frame durations longer than 56 ms, due to the asymmetrical
displacement of the images, motion in depth judgements might be influenced by the lateral
movement of the disparity-defined shape. In all experiments, the DRS were presented on
the screen until the subject gave his/her answer.
We used a forced-choice paradigm and a depth discrimination task in which the
subject indicated (by pressing a key) whether the disparity-defined square in the test or in
the reference stimulus was most close to him/her. The reference stimulus was a static
image pair, (A, A) that contained a disparity-defined square of constant disparity D. The
disparity D of the reference stimulus was varied in small steps (2.125 arcmin) between 0
and 51 arcmin. For each temporal frequency, a normal cumulative distribution function
was fitted to the depth discrimination data and the disparity at the 50% level was taken as
the value for matched depth. For both types of DRS, two separate depth discrimination
sessions were carried out. In one session the subjects judged the depth of the near plane,
whereas in the other they judged the depth of the far plane.
A control experiment was carried out in order to investigate whether monocular
motion perception might influence stereomotion perception in our temporally correlated
DRS. The reason is that stereomotion in temporally correlated DRS might be detected by
means of a mechanism that first detects monocular motion (velocity signals) separately in
the two eyes and then computes motion-in-depth from the interocular velocity differences.
The stimulus used to examine monocular motion perception was the monocular version of
the symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS. For this experiment, two shapes (squares)
whose random dot textural pattern was the same on every frame were hidden on the left
and right side of each image. In successive images the two squares were displaced either
in the same direction (i.e. in phase) or in opposite directions (i.e. out of phase). The
displacement was 25.5 arcmin. The two shapes were embedded in a dynamic background
whose random dot textural pattern changed on every frame. We used a forced-choice
paradigm and a motion direction discrimination task in which the subjects (ME and LW
only) indicated whether the two squares moved in phase or out of phase. The presentation
times of the images were adjustable in steps of 14 ms, between 14 ms and 252 ms. Each
temporal frequency was presented 20 times to each subject in random order. We used a
level of 75% as the criterion for reliable motion direction discrimination.

4. Results
The matched depths obtained from the symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS
(black filled and open circles) and temporally uncorrelated DRS (grey filled and open
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squares) are shown in Fig.3 as a function of frame duration and temporal frequency. Fig.3
also shows the depth matches obtained from asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS
(black filled and open triangles) for frame durations of 14, 28 and 42 ms. The filled
symbols indicate matched depth for the near depth plane and open symbols for the far
depth plane. The grey dashed lines indicate depth predictions for stereo-matching on a
frame-by-frame basis in both temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated DRS. The
black dashed lines indicate depth predictions for stereoscopic matching between
luminance-averaged images in symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS (coarsely-dashed
black lines) and in asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS (fine-dashed black lines).
On average, at temporal frequencies above 10 Hz (frame durations shorter than 56
ms) in symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS the subjects perceived a single steady
depth surface whose depth was matched to 25.5 arcmin (black dots). At these temporal
frequencies, in asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS the subjects perceived two
transparent depth surfaces whose depths were matched to 34 and 17 arcmin (black filled
and open triangles), respectively. For temporally uncorrelated DRS, the subjects perceived
always two transparent depth planes whose depths were matched to 51 arcmin (grey filled
squares) and 0 arcmin (grey open squares).
At temporal frequencies lower than 10 Hz, for symmetrical, temporally correlated
DRS, the subjects perceived the single depth plane undergoing apparent oscillation in
depth. This oscillation was perceived as a rapid movement towards and away from the
observer. The amplitude of the oscillation, i.e. the perceived depth of the near and far
depth planes (black filled and open circles in Fig.3) increased gradually with decreasing
temporal frequency. On average, when the frame duration was about 168 ms
(corresponding to a temporal frequency of about 3 Hz), the subjects perceived the single
depth plane oscillating in depth between the depths of the separate image pairs, namely 51
and 0 arcmin.
The results also indicate that the errors of estimating the matched depths were
different for the two types of DRS (compare error bars for circles and squares). For
temporally uncorrelated DRS (grey filled and open squares) the size of error bars was
small and approximately the same over the entire range of temporal frequencies (36 - 2
Hz). For temporally correlated DRS (black filled and open circles) the size of error bars
varied as a function of temporal frequency, namely the errors were small for high and low
temporal frequencies (above 10 Hz and below 3 Hz) and were larger for intermediate
temporal frequencies (between 10 and 3 Hz). The variation in error size could be the result
of short inspection times for perceived near/far depth planes at intermediate temporal
frequencies and long inspection times at high (static percept) and low temporal
frequencies. One can notice that by using temporally uncorrelated DRS consisting of the
continuous alternation of only two different patterns, (A, A) and (B, B) respectively, we
obtained similar depth percepts (i.e., two depth planes whose depths were matched to the
component disparities for the entire range of temporal frequencies) as those reported by
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Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Matched depth results obtained from: (i) symmetrical, temporally correlated
DRS (black filled and open circles), (ii) temporally uncorrelated DRS (grey filled and
open squares), and (iii) asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS (black filled and open
triangles), are represented as a function of frame duration and temporal frequency. The
filled symbols indicate matched depth for the near depth plane and open symbols for the
far depth plane. The grey dashed lines indicate depth predictions for stereoscopic
matching on a frame-by-frame basis in both temporally correlated and temporally
uncorrelated DRS. The black dashed lines indicate depth predictions for stereoscopic
matching between monocular luminance-averaged images in symmetrical, temporally
correlated DRS (coarsely-dashed black lines) and in asymmetrical, temporally correlated
DRS (fine-dashed black lines).

authors who used temporally uncorrelated DRS in which image pairs contained different
textural patterns on every successive frame (Norcia & Tyler, 1984).
One may think that the difference in matched depth for the two types of DRS is
due to an increased effective dot density obtained by monocular integration mechanisms
across several frames. In pilot experiments in which we used different dot densities,
namely 10%, 15 % and 20% respectively, we found the same pattern of results as those
obtained with 5% dot density. Thus, we can reject the possibility that an increase in
effective dot density contributed to the difference in matched depth for the two types of
DRS. Similar findings about the role of dot density have been reported by Allison and
Howard (2000).
Control experiment
Monocular motion direction-discrimination results (% correct answers) are shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of frame duration and temporal frequency, for subjects ME and LW.
Temporal frequency (Hz)
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Figure 4. Monocular motion direction-discrimination results as a function of frame
duration and temporal frequency.
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The subjects performed below the 75% level for all temporal frequencies. These results
indicate that the monocular displacement of 25.5 arcmin was too large to allow monocular
motion perception.

4. Discussion
4.1. Simulations of temporal integration in stereoscopic system
In order to understand which mechanisms play a role in the temporal properties of
human stereopsis, we implemented known properties of the visual system in a simple
model. The model consists of three sequential stages of which the temporal properties are
relevant for stereopsis: (1) monocular image formation, (2) disparity detection, and (3)
integration of binocular disparity (Fig.5).

Figure 5. A schematic representation of the sequential stages responsible for temporal
processing of disparity in DRS, namely temporal integration of luminance followed by
binocular matching and temporal integration of disparity (at identical locations).

Monocular image formation is temporally limited by the temporal integration
(filtering) of luminance. Filter characteristics are described by the impulse response
function (IRF) in the time domain and by the temporal-frequency tuning (sensitivity)
function in the frequency domain (Burr & Morrone, 1993; Shinomori & Werner, 2003).
An example of an IRF and its associated temporal-frequency sensitivity curve is shown in
Fig.6a and 6b. In the model, the monocular filter was modelled by the impulse response
function (Fig.6a). As an illustration, Fig.6c shows several examples of monocular
temporal integration for successive luminance pulses in the two alternating images (Image
1 and Image 2, respectively), presented at different temporal frequencies. These examples
show that DRS can be regarded as static above about 20 Hz.
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Figure 6. (a) The impulse response function (IRF) for the luminance system. (b)
Temporal-frequency sensitivity curve for the luminance system. (c) Examples of
monocular temporal integration for successive luminance pulses in the two alternating
images, Image 1 (black) and Image 2 (gray), presented at different temporal frequencies.

It is important to mention that temporal integration of luminance cannot explain the
gradual depth changes shown in Fig.3 for temporally correlated DRS, because (i) the
depth changes occur at much too low temporal frequencies and (ii) luminance integration
smoothes changes in brightness but not in perceived location.
Disparity detection may also limit the temporal properties of stereopsis. However,
disparity detection must be faster than 25 ms, the time period associated with the temporal
frequency of 20 Hz. If disparity detection would be slower, then our subjects would have
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experienced the DRS as rivalrous in a range of temporal frequencies. This conclusion is in
agreement with earlier reports that stereopsis is possible during viewing of transient
stereograms (Julesz, 1964; Uttal et al. 1994; Gheorghiu & Erkelens, 2004).
Temporal integration (filtering) of disparity is modelled as a low-pass filter. The
temporal window of the binocular integrator (causal and bell-shaped) was estimated from
the matched depth results for symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS (Fig.3). From the
matched depth results for symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS (Fig.3) we derived the
temporal-frequency sensitivity curve of the stereoscopic system, that is, the relative
amplitude of depth oscillation as a function of temporal frequency. The relative amplitude
of depth oscillation is defined as the ratio between the perceived oscillation in depth at a
certain temporal frequency and the maximum perceived depth oscillation (i.e., at a low
temporal frequency of about 2.5 Hz). Fig.7 shows the experimental temporal-frequency
sensitivity curve (gray continuous line) derived from the results of three subjects. For
comparison, Fig.7 also shows the luminance temporal-frequency sensitivity curve (black
dashed line). Fig.7 shows that the temporal-frequency sensitivity curve for luminance is an
order of magnitude higher than the temporal-frequency sensitivity curve for disparity. The
equations that describe both temporal filters are shown in the Appendix. Fig.8 shows
examples of depth fluctuations caused by temporal integration of disparity. The
simulations show that maximum and minimum values of estimated disparity (i.e. the
amplitude of oscillation) decrease with increasing temporal frequency.

Relative amplitude of disparity oscilation
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Figure 7. The experimental temporal-frequency sensitivity curve for disparity (gray
continuous line) derived from the results of three subjects (average) and the fitted
temporal-frequency sensitivity curve for disparity (black continuous line). For
comparison, black dashed-line indicates the luminance temporal-frequency tuning curve.
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Figure 8. Examples of temporal integration of disparity for several temporal frequencies.
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Computed values are shown in Fig.9. Comparison with the experimental data of Fig.3
shows that there is good agreement with the results for temporally correlated DRS.
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Figure 9. Computed values of (maximum and minimum) disparity obtained as a result of
temporal integration of binocular disparity at identical locations. The simulations show
that the amplitude of oscillation decreases with increasing temporal frequency.

4.2. Depth perception in temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated DRS
In brief, in this study we assessed the effects of temporal frequency on depth
perception from alternating disparities in temporally correlated and temporally
uncorrelated DRS. The main findings of the experiments are as follows. (i) At low
temporal frequencies (below 3 Hz), depth was perceived as resulting from stereoscopic
matching achieved at the level of each of the two individual image pairs. At these low
temporal frequencies perceived depth oscillated between the two component disparities.
(ii) At intermediate temporal frequencies (between about 3 Hz and 20 Hz), disparitydefined depth in temporally uncorrelated DRS was perceived as two transparent and
flickering depth planes whose depths corresponded to the component disparities. The
perceived depths of the transparent depth surfaces were approximately constant over the
entire temporal frequency range. At temporal frequencies between 3 and about 20 Hz,
perceived depth in symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS oscillated between extremes
that varied as a function of temporal frequency. The fact that a single depth plane was
perceived oscillating in depth between two levels that were less separated than predicted
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by the independent images indicated the existence of a temporal integration of disparity
mechanism from which depth and stereomotion are derived.
(iii) At high temporal frequencies (above about 20 Hz), perceived depth was static and
different for the two types of DRS, namely two transparent depth planes in temporally
uncorrelated DRS and a single depth plane in temporally correlated DRS. At temporal
frequencies above 20 Hz, both texture and depth were perceived as static. At temporal
frequencies between 20 and 10 Hz, perceived depth was static whereas the textural pattern
flicked. Simulations for temporal frequencies higher than 20 Hz indicated that depth in
fast DRS is the outcome of stereoscopic matching between monocular inputs that
represent the retinal images after having been subjected to a process of monocular
temporal integration of luminance. Thus, as far as depth perception is concerned, fast DRS
are indistinguishable from static random-dot stereograms. The fact that above about 20
Hz, depth in asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS was matched to 17 and 34 arcmin,
respectively and not to the component disparities (0 and 51arcmin) supports the
conclusion that at high temporal frequencies binocular matching and disparity detection
occurs between monocular, temporally averaged patterns. Additional evidence for this
conclusion comes from the fact that in binocular viewing, the textural pattern consisted of
pairs of dots (see black dots in Fig.2c, left panel). If temporal summation of disparity
would have caused the perceived textural pattern, it should have been composed of single
dots resulting from depth averaging of the same pattern (i.e. a single dot that is at the
average depth of the gray dots in Fig.2c). In pilot experiments, we presented temporally
correlated image pairs whose textural patterns consisted of a single dot and we examined
at which temporal frequency perception changed from one to two dots. On average, the
transition occurred at about 10 Hz.
4.3. Minimisation of disparity gradients in temporally correlated DRS
Perceived depth in symmetrical and asymmetrical temporally correlated DRS at
temporal frequencies above 20 Hz (when the DRS are equivalent to static stereograms)
shows that matching is based on minimisation of the disparity gradient. In symmetrical,
temporally correlated DRS, stereoscopic matching on a frame-by-frame basis leads to
successive matches in the same binocular visual direction (grey dots in Fig.2c). This
arrangement is similar to the well-known double-nail illusion (Krol & van de Grind, 1980)
in which two bars presented simultaneously in the median plane are seen as two side-byside bars. In both symmetrical and asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS, stereoscopic
matching on a frame-by-frame basis (grey dots in Fig.2c) causes disparity gradients higher
than 2 which are not valid solutions. On the other hand, for both symmetrical and
asymmetrical, temporally correlated DRS, stereoscopic matching between temporally
averaged monocular images determines disparity gradient lower than 2. The present
results show that the temporal frequency above which the disparity gradient is a relevant
parameter is limited to about 10 Hz.
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4.4. Mechanisms for dynamic depth and stereoscopic motion in depth perception
In the psychophysical literature, it has been suggested that two mechanisms could
be used for stereomotion detection: (a) a mechanism sensitive to temporal changes of
binocular disparity (Tyler, 1971; Norcia & Tyler, 1984; Regan, 1993; Cumming, 1995;
Cumming & Parker, 1994; Lages et al., 2003). This mechanism first detects disparities and
then computes motion-in-depth from their changes in time. This mechanism can
contribute to motion-in-depth in both temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated
DRS. (b) a mechanism sensitive to interocular velocity differences (Shioiri et al. 2000;
Regan, 1991; Regan et Beverley, 1979; Regan et al., 1979). This mechanism first detects
monocular motion (velocity signals) separately in the two eyes and then computes motionin-depth from the interocular velocity differences. In the latter model, depth and motionin-depth are computed by independent mechanisms (Cumming & Parker, 1994). It is
highly unlikely that interocular motion processing contributed to our results. One should
be aware of the fact that this system can only contribute to motion-in-depth in temporally
correlated DRS. The displacements of the dots in the temporally correlated DRS,
however, were so large (25.5 arcmin) that the monocular images of these DRS did not
induce monocular lateral motion. Therefore, it is unlikely that interocular motion
processing system contributed much to motion-in-depth. Furthermore, one would expect
motion-in-depth between the component disparities in temporally correlated DRS to be
superior to that in temporally uncorrelated DRS. However, the reverse was the case. Our
results showed that stereomotion in temporally correlated DRS, was perceived as depth
modulations between two depth planes that were less separated than predicted by
disparity in the independent images. Our simulations suggested that the reduction in
stereomotion results from temporal integration of disparity. We suggest that the
differences in perceived depth for temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated DRS
reported by Cumming & Parker (1994) and Allison & Howard (2000) are caused by
temporal integration of disparity.
It has been suggested in the psychophysical literature that even if motion-in-depth
is based on dynamic changes in disparity, it is still possible that these dynamic changes are
detected by a mechanism that is independent of the one that detects static disparities
(Regan, Erkelens and Collewijn, 1986). However, Cumming (1995) and Cumming &
Parker (1994) suggested that motion-in-depth relies on registering changes in the output of
the same disparity detectors as those that are used to detect static disparity. Recently,
neurophysiological experiments (Nienborg, Bridge, Parker and Cumming, 2004) showed
that the temporal frequency up to which disparity selective V1 neurons were able to
modulate their response in relation to disparity modulation was 10 Hz. This value was
lower than the high cut-off frequency in response to drifting luminance gratings. These
authors suggested that the difference might reflect the time constant of some input
elements. Nienborg et al. (2004) highlighted the possibility that the output time constant of
disparity selective neurons in V1 limits temporal resolution for disparity. In brief, these
authors suggested that the temporal resolution for detecting modulation of disparity is
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limited by the temporal frequency up to which disparity selective V1 neurons are able to
modulate their response.

Appendix
The equations that describe the monocular and binocular temporal filters are as follows.
The monocular temporal filter was modelled by the impulse response function that is well
approximated by an exponentially damped, frequency-modulated sinusoid:

 

MF(t) = a H (t) t Sin 2π  a t( t +1)− a2  exp − a t , where t is time,
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H( t) is the Heaviside function, i.e : H( t) = 0, for t < 0 and H( t) = 1 for t ≥ 0.
The parameters a0 , a1, a2 and a3 are all positive with a0 defining the overall gain, a1 the
fundamental frequency of oscillation, a2 the modulation frequency over time and, a3 the
steepness of the decay. In model simulations a0 = 1/10, a1 = 1/180, a2 = 0 and a3 = 1/30.
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The parameters b0 , b1, b2 and b3 are all positive with b0 = 1/14, b1 = 1/510, b2 = 0 and
b3 = 1/50.
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Chapter 3

Spatial - scale interaction in human stereoscopic
vision in response to sustained and
transient stimuli
Abstract
We investigated temporal properties of stereopsis at different spatial scales in
dynamic random-dot stereograms (DRS) consisting of: i) the repeated presentation of two
image pairs (i.e. sustained presentation), and ii) single presentations of two image pairs
(transient presentation). In dense stereograms perception of depth is possible if the levels
of interocular correlation are above a certain threshold. Therefore, detection of
correlation is an important step in stereopsis. Across different experiments, we varied the
level of interocular correlation as a function of time by alternating correlated and un-/
anticorrelated random-dot stereograms. Also, we varied their spatial scale (coarse, fine
and alternating between coarse and fine). The presence of stereopsis was examined using
a forced-choice depth detection task. For both sustained and transient presentations of the
stimuli, the results show that: i) stereopsis has similar temporal properties at coarse and
fine spatial scales; ii) interaction between spatial scales depends on their relative sizes.
The results indicate a strong inhibitory influence of rivalry at a coarse scale on stereopsis
at a fine scale, and just a weak inhibitory influence of rivalry at a fine scale on stereopsis
at a coarse scale.
This study provides experimental evidence for a hierarchical organisation of
spatial scales in human stereoscopic vision based on neural interaction instead of
vergence eye movements.
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1. Introduction
Random-dot stereograms (RDS) are powerful stimuli to study the relationship
between binocular disparity and depth perception in humans because, in these
stereograms, disparity is the only source of depth. In order to extract depth from randomdot stereograms the binocular visual system must solve the correspondence problem:
which features in the left retinal image match the features in the right retinal image. It is
known that disparity-sensitive neurons in V1 and V2 detect disparities between the two
retinal images (Barlow et al, 1967; Poggio and Fisher, 1977; DeAngelis, Ohzawa &
Freeman, 1991). It is also known that eye movements change the locations of the receptive
fields relative to the stimuli. To bring the images within the fusible range of disparity,
vergence eye movements can act as a change-disparity and change-resolution mechanism.
Marr and Poggio (1979) proposed a computational model for solving the
correspondence problem in which matching of the images occurs with the help of
vergence eye movements. The model consists of the following steps: 1) the two images
are analysed through independent spatial-frequency-tuned channels of varying coarseness;
2) matching takes place between channels of equal scale, coarse channels processing large
disparities and fine channels processing small disparities; 3) coarse scales control
vergence eye movements and cause fine scales to come into correspondence. Repetition of
steps 2) and 3) at finer scales will continue until disparity becomes so small that the
images are matched at the finest scales. Then, the eye movements stop. By processing the
images at a range of spatial scales false matches are avoided as much as possible. The
collection of spatial scales going from coarse-to-fine gives rise to a coherent set of
representations of the stimuli.
Numerous physiological and psychophysical studies have investigated spatial-scale
characteristics of stereopsis. These studies provided estimates of spatial-frequency
bandwidths. Much of the evidence was based on psychophysical paradigms such as
masking (Julesz & Miller, 1975; Campbell & Kulikovski, 1966; Wilson & al., 1983; Yang
& Blake, 1991; Shiori & al., 1994; Glennerster &Parker, 1997; Prince & al., 1998),
adaptation (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Regan & Beverley, 1983, 1985; Regan, 1982)
and subthreshold summation (Graham & Robson, 1987).
While the existence of spatial scales is widely accepted, it is not clear how they
interact in stereopsis. Several studies investigated spatial-scale interactions in stereopsis
(Prazdny, 1987; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993; 1994; Blake & Wilson, 1991; Smallman, 1995;
Mallot & al., 1996; Smallman & MacLeod, 1994, 1997) and binocular fusion (Julesz &
Miller, 1975; Wilson & al., 1991; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993). Using a masking paradigm,
Julesz & Miller (1975) reported qualitatively that binocular high-pass noise did not affect
the perception of depth in a low-pass filtered stereogram and vice versa. Therefore, Julesz
and Miller suggested the existence of numerous independent spatial-frequency-tuned
channels for binocular stereopsis and rivalry. Other studies (Rohaly & Wilson, 1993;
1994; Blake & Wilson, 1991; Wilson & al., 1991; Smallman, 1995; Mallot & al., 1996;
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Smallman & MacLeod, 1994, 1997) provided evidence for interactions between spatial
scales. Wilson et al. (1991) measured the limits of binocular fusion ranges (diplopia
thresholds) using flashed stimuli (lasting 165 or 500 ms) that consisted of gratings of low
spatial frequency to which a grating of higher spatial frequency and different size was
added, and reported that coarse spatial scales constrain stereoscopic processing on finer
scales. Blake & Wilson (1991) reported that depth could be extracted from rather large
disparities on fine spatial scales during presentations that lasted too short to permit eye
movements and suggested that the model of Marr and Poggio (1979) is not correct.
Smallman (1995) and Smallman & MacLeod (1997) reported that disparity information on
fine scales could disambiguate disparity information on coarse scales. Watt (1987)
investigated another aspect of spatial scales interaction - temporal succession of
processing - by measuring the sensitivity to the length, orientation, curvature and
stereoscopic depth of short lines for different exposure durations. Watt (1987) interpreted
the results in terms of a change over time of the spatial scale of analysis from coarse-tofine and concluded that the range of spatial filter sizes shrinks with time. Watt (1987)
suggests that depth in a stereogram containing only low spatial-frequencies is processed
faster than the same depth in a stereogram containing only high spatial frequencies. There
are no studies in the literature that investigated and determined the temporal aspects of
disparity detection at a given spatial scale (Howard & Rogers, 2002).
Despite numerous investigations that have established detailed knowledge about
various aspects of spatial scales in stereopsis it is still unclear how the interaction between
scales takes place. Elucidation of this interaction is the goal of this study. We designed
stimuli that enabled us to study systematically the temporal properties of depth detection
at different spatial scales. We exploited the fact that depth is perceived in random-dot
stereograms if the two images are correlated but not if they are anticorrelated or
uncorrelated (Julesz 1960, 1964, 1971). By alternating correlated and anti- / uncorrelated
random-dot patterns we varied the time course of interocular correlation in a controlled
way. From depth detection results obtained in response to a sustained stimulus
presentations and, also in response to transient stimulus presentation, we analysed how
coarse and fine spatial scales interact. Our results provide experimental evidence for a
coarse-to-fine spatial-scale organisation in human stereopsis. Also, the results indicate that
the interaction between scales is neural by nature and is not necessarily mediated by
vergence eye movements as proposed by Marr and Poggio (1979) and Marr (1982).

2. Experiment 1
In this experiment we investigated spatial scale interactions in human stereoscopic
vision in response to sustained stimulus presentation. In other words, we studied temporal
properties of sustained stereopsis, which we define as the sustained presence of
stereoscopic depth perception in response to prolonged stimulation.
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2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Observers
Four experienced subjects (ages between 25 and 50 years) participated in all
experiments (the two authors and two subjects who were naive with respect to the purpose
of the experiment). None of them showed any visual or oculomotor pathologies other than
refraction anomalies. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were
checked for normal stereopsis by means of a recently developed stereoscopic depth
perception test (van Ee and Richards 2002).
2.1.2 Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli were large RDS of 51.2 (width)  30 (height) deg. The stereograms
consisted of randomly distributed bright and dark dots (square-like elements) of 50 %
density. The RDS were generated in real time at a frequency of 70 Hz by an HP 750
Graphics computer and back-projected onto a fronto-parallel translucent screen by a DILA projector (JVC DLA-G11E). Stereoscopic vision was made possible by placing red
and green filters in front of the observer's eyes so that each image was visible to one of the
eyes only (light separation better than 99%). The experiments were performed in an
otherwise dark room. Before each trial, the computer generated three stereograms whose
left and right image pairs (L, R) which we denote by (A, A), (B, B), and (C, C) were fully
correlated. The patterns A, B and C were uncorrelated. The dynamic random-dot
stereograms (DRS) consisted of the ongoing alternation of two image pairs. Two types of
DRS were used: a) stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) consisting of the repeated presentation of the
correlated image pair (A, A) interleaved by the anticorrelated image pair (B, -B) (see
Fig.1a); b) stimulus (A, A)(B, C) consisting of the repeated presentation of the correlated
image pair (A, A) interleaved by the uncorrelated image pair (B, C) (see Fig.1b). In both
types of DRS, the correlated images embedded a square that stood out in depth during
binocular viewing and was located on either the left or right half of the stereogram. The
size of the square was 8  8 deg and the disparity 48 arcmin (crossed disparity). The
image of each individual eye did not provide any information about the position of the
square. The presentation times of the correlated image pairs were denoted by T c , and of
the un-/ anticorrelated image pairs by T u and T a , respectively. The presentation times
T c and T u (or T c and T a ) respectively, were adjustable in steps of 14 ms, between 14 ms
and 168 ms (12 steps). The step size (14 ms) for the presentation times was dictated by the
frame rate of the projector. In all experiments, the DRS were presented on the screen until
the subject gave his/her answer, by pressing a key. The subjects were free to make eye
movements. We varied the coarseness of the dots in the two images. Three different dot
sizes were used: 24 arcmin, 12 arcmin and 6 arcmin. Four stimulus configurations,
corresponding to different dot sizes of the correlated and un-/ anticorrelated images were
used: i) equal scale stimuli in which both correlated and un-/ anticorrelated images were
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Figure 1. Stimuli in the depth detection task of Experiment 1 (sustained stimulus
presentation). The DRS consisted of the ongoing alternation of two image pairs: a)
stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) consisted of the repeated presentation of a correlated image pair
(A, A) during the time interval T c alternated by an anticorrelated image pair (B, -B)
during time interval T a ; b) stimulus (A, A)(B, C) consisted of the repeated presentation of
a correlated image pair (A, A) during the time interval T c alternated by an uncorrelated
image pair (B, C) during time interval T u . We varied the size of the dots (square-like
elements) in the two images. Different combinations of dot sizes were used: equal-scale
images at fine scale (c) and at coarse scale (d); unequal-scale images where correlated
images were at coarse scale and anticorrelated images at fine scale (e); and, correlated
images at fine scale and anticorrelated image at coarse scale (f). The same combinations
were used for stimulus (A, A)(B, C).
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of the same scale (either coarse or fine); ii) unequal scale stimuli in which correlated and
un-/ anticorrelated images were of different spatial scales. In this part of the experiments,
two dot sizes were alternated, namely a) 24 and 12 arcmin, and b) 24 and 6 arcmin.
We used a forced-choice paradigm in which the subject's task was to indicate (by
pressing a key) whether the square was presented on the left or right side of the RDS. The
task was easy for all subjects. For all stimuli, each combination of T c and T a and, of T c
and T u was presented ten times, in ten separate sessions (144 trials in each session). The
combinations of T c and T a and, of T c and T u were presented in a random order within
each individual session. Depth detection scores were presented in 2D contour plots as a
function of the time periods T c and T a and, of T c and T u , respectively. We used a level
of 75% of correct answers as the criterion for reliable depth detection. For each of the
equal and unequal-scale stimuli, depth is detected to the right of the 75% contours.

2. 2 Results
Depth detection results in response to sustained stimulus presentation are indicated
in Fig.2 for DRS consisting of correlated and anticorrelated images and in Fig.3 for DRS
containing correlated and uncorrelated images. Figs.2a and 3a indicate the results for dot
sizes of 12 arcmin and 24 arcmin and Figs.2b and 3b for dot sizes of 6 arcmin and 24
arcmin. The 75% contours mark the minimum period of high interocular correlation that is
required for sustained depth detection in DRS of different spatial scales. The contours
corresponding to 67 % (left to 75%) and 83% (right of 75%) of correct answers indicate
the slope (steepness) of the transition from rivalry to depth. Detection of depth was found
to depend mainly on the presentation duration, T c , of the correlated pattern (A, A). The
presence of depth was sustained despite temporal oscillations in the levels of correlation
between either, 1 and -1 (stimulus (A, A)(B, -B)) or 1 and 0 (stimulus (A, A)(B, C)).
Depth remained present and sustained even when the interleaving periods of
anticorrelation, T a , or uncorrelation, T u , were as long as 168 ms. Qualitatively, the
results showed the same trend in the four subjects for both types of DRS.

Figure 2. Performances in the depth detection task in response to sustained presentation
of stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) as a function of the time intervals T c and T a for different dot
sizes of the two images: a) 12 arcmin and 24 arcmin; b) 6 arcmin and 24 arcmin.
Different line types indicate different dot size combinations of correlated and
anticorrelated (c / a) images. For each dot size combination (each line type), three
contour levels are drawn: 67% (left), 75% (middle) and 83% (right). Depth is detected to
the right of the 75 % contours. The blue1 dashed line indicates presentation durations used
in the control experiment 2.
1

For interpretation of colour in Figs.2 and 3 the reader is referred to the web version of this
chapter (Vision Research, 44, 563-575; http://www.elsevier.com/locate/visres).
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Equal-scale sustained stimuli
Depth detection scores for equal-scale stimuli are represented by the continuous
red and black lines in Fig.2 and Fig.3. These contours mark the minimum period of high
interocular correlation, T c that is required for depth detection in DRS of one scale. For
each type of DRS containing images of the same dot size, either 24 arcmin, 12 arcmin or 6
arcmin, the subjects detected depth for approximately the same combinations of
presentation times of the two images (Fig.2 and 3). In DRS containing correlated and
anticorrelated images depth detection was possible when T c was longer than 56 ms and
in DRS containing correlated and uncorrelated images depth occurred when T c was
longer than 42 ms. For both types of DRS, sustained depth detection results were
independent of dot size, indicating that coarse and fine scales have similar temporal
properties of disparity processing in response to sustained stimulus presentation.
Unequal-scale sustained stimuli
A. Correlation at coarse scale and anticorrelation / uncorrelation at fine scales
Depth detection scores for unequal-scale DRS, containing correlation at the coarse
scale and anti- or uncorrelation at the fine scale, are represented in Fig.2 and Fig.3 by the
red dashed lines1. Depth detection contours are shifted to the left with respect to the results
for equal scale stimuli (continuous lines). This shift becomes slightly more pronounced
when the scales are more different from each other (compare Fig.2b to Fig.2a and Fig.3b
to Fig.3a). On average, the subjects detected depth in DRS containing dots of 24 arcmin
and 6 arcmin when presentation times of the correlated image, T c were longer than 14
ms. For dot sizes of 12 arcmin and 24 arcmin, depth was detected when T c was longer
than 28 ms.
B. Correlation at fine scale and anticorrelation / uncorrelation at coarse scale
Depth detection scores for unequal scales DRS, containing correlation at the fine
scale and anti- or uncorrelation at the coarse scale, are represented in Fig.2 and Fig.3 by
the black dashed lines. Depth detection contours are shifted to the right with respect to the
results for equal scale stimuli (continuous lines). This shift is more prominent when the
scales are very different from each other (compare Fig.2b to Fig.2a and Fig.3b to Fig.3a).
Figure 3. Performances in the depth detection task in response to sustained presentation
of stimulus (A, A)(B, C) as a function of the time intervals T c and T u for different dot
sizes of the two images: a) 12 arcmin and 24 arcmin; b) 6 arcmin and 24 arcmin.
Different line types indicate different dot size combinations of correlated and uncorrelated
(c / u) images. For each dot size combination (each line type), three contour levels are
drawn: 67% (left), 75% (middle) and 83% (right).
1

For interpretation of colour in Figs.2 and 3 the reader is referred to the web version of this
chapter (Vision Research, 44, 563-575; http://www.elsevier.com/locate/visres).
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On average, depth occurred in DRS containing dots of 12 arcmin and 24 arcmin
when T c was longer than 70 ms. In DRS containing dots of 24 arcmin and 6 arcmin,
depth was detected if T c was longer than 100 ms. Although the values of T c for which the
subjects detected depth varied slightly across the subjects, the trends in the results were
the same.

2. 3. Discussion
Using two types of DRS (stimuli (A, A)(B, -B) and (A, A)(B, C)), we studied
temporal aspects of depth perception at different spatial scales, in response to sustained
stimulation, and obtained similar trend in the patterns of results for the two stimuli.
Similar depth detection results were obtained by Erkelens (2001) using DRS consisting of
ongoing alternation of correlated and uncorrelated images containing dots of 10 arcmin.
Earlier studies on the subject of spatial scale interactions have used filtered RDS or
gratings. We used unfiltered random-dot stereograms. The results obtained from unfiltered
images may underestimate effects of spatial-scale interaction but will not overestimate
these.
In summary, the main findings of our experiments are: 1) the temporal properties
of depth perception in response to sustained stimulus presentation are independent of
spatial scale; 2) the interaction between spatial scales depends on their relative sizes. We
could think of two possible interpretations for the observed interactions.
A first possibility is that un-/ anticorrelated images lead to binocular rivalry which
temporally inhibits stereopsis in response to correlated images. Inhibition is strong when
rivalry is caused by the scales coarser than the ones that induce stereopsis and, it is weak
when rivalry is caused by scales finer than the ones that induce stereopsis. Inhibition
between rivalry and stereopsis at the same scale can be characterised as inhibition at the
intermediate level.
A second possibility is that the observed effects could be due to the fact that coarse
and fine spatial scale channels could have different gains. If only one scale, for instance
the coarse one, is used to detect the disparity-defined shape, then this scale will respond to
both coarse and fine scale stimuli. In other words, the coarse dot-size image pairs would
be effectively more visible to the depth detection mechanisms of the coarse scale than the
fine dot-size image pairs. In consequence, in order to evoke the same strength of response
in the depth detection mechanism of the coarse scale, the DRS containing correlation at
coarse scale and un-/ anticorrelation at fine scale would need to be presented for less time
than DRS containing correlation at fine scale and un-/ anticorrelation at coarse scale.
In brief, our results could be interpreted in two possible ways. These alternative
explanations will be tested in Experiment 2.
Various computational models of stereopsis (Marr & Poggio, 1979; Nishihara,
1987; Quam, 1987) used a coarse-to-fine strategy in order to simplify the correspondence
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problem by reducing the number of false matches. The common feature of these models is
that coarse spatial scale disparities are used to bring fine spatial scales into
correspondence. The models differ in the method by which they implement the coarse-tofine scheme. Marr & Poggio (1979) suggested that coarse spatial scales, by detecting large
disparities, would drive eye movements bringing fine scales into correspondence for the
processing of small disparities. Nishihara (1987) and Quam (1987) suggested that coarsescale disparity matches produce a cortical shift in disparity matching on finer scales.
Smallman and MacLeod (1997) reported that away from the fixation plane the fine-scale
signals actively degrade stereoacuity of the coarse scales and therefore, argue against a
shift in disparity matching. They suggested that the visual system makes use of vergence
eye movements as suggested by Marr and Poggio (1979). On the other hand, Rohaly and
Wilson (1993) measured disparity thresholds for stimuli presented for 167 ms (too short to
initiate eye movements) and 500 ms and found no differences between the two conditions.
These authors concluded that eye movements are not necessary for stereopsis. In
summary, various psychophysical studies and computational models agree on the
existence of spatial scale interactions and on a coarse-to-fine hierarchy but disagree on
how the interaction between scales is accomplished, i.e. via eye movements or a neural
mechanism. In Experiment 2 we investigate whether the coarse-to-fine hierarchy is active
without eye movements.
Stereopsis in response to sustained and transient stimuli
For clarity reasons, the terms transient and sustained can refer to the types of
stimuli, to the underlying mechanism or to the percept. In this experiment we have
investigated sustained stereopsis, which we define as the sustained presence of
stereoscopic depth perception in response to prolonged stimulation. Within each trial, our
stimuli were sustained with respect to the presentation times but were transient with
respect to interocular correlation. The resulting depth percepts were sustained and required
a high level of interocular correlation. Within each trial, we presented the same pattern of
random dots in all transient periods of high correlation, T c . Thus, there is the possibility
that depth perception could build up within first few T c intervals and then remain
sustained for the rest of the trial. Therefore, the present findings described only spatialscale interaction in stereopsis, in response to sustained stimulus presentation. However,
the findings may not be valid for depth perception in response to transient stimulus
presentation. This possibility will be tested in the next experiment.

3. Experiment 2
The goal of this experiment is twofold: 1) to investigate spatial scale interactions in
human stereoscopic vision in response to transient stimulus presentation. 2) to examine
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whether or not vergence eye movements played a role in the coarse-to-fine spatial scale
interaction observed in Experiment 1.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Observers
Four experienced subjects participated in this experiment. Three of them (CE, EG,
LW) took also part in Experiment 1. Subject AK was not available for this experiment.
We recruited subject LD who had corrected-to-normal visual acuity and was checked for
normal stereopsis by means of the recently developed stereoscopic depth perception test
(van Ee and Richards 2002).
3.1.2 Stimuli and procedure
We used the same experimental set up as in Experiment 1. The stimulus was
composed of only two frames: in one frame we presented the correlated image pair (A, A)
and in the other frame, the anticorrelated image pair (B, -B). We varied the order in which
the two image pairs were presented, i.e. (A, A)(B, -B) and (B, -B)(A, A). The pair (A, A)
embedded a square that stood out in depth during binocular viewing and was located on
either the left or right half of the stereogram. The size and disparity of the square was the
same as in Experiment 1. In this experiment, we used only equal presentation times of the
two images, T c = T a . The presentation times T c and T a respectively, were adjustable
in steps of 14 ms, between 14 ms and 168 ms (12 steps). We used one of the stimulus
configurations employed in Experiment 1, namely the combination of equal and unequal
dot sizes of 6 and 24 arcmin. Each trial started with a fixation cross that was presented for
2.5 s at the centre of the black screen. The disparity of the fixation cross was the same as
of the disparity-defined shape embedded in the correlated image pair (A, A). An example
of a trial course is presented in Fig. 4. We used a forced-choice paradigm in which the
subject's task was to indicate (by pressing a key) whether the square was presented on the
left or right side of the fixation cross. For all stimuli, depth detection was measured twenty
times for each combination of T c and T a . The combinations of T c and T a were
presented in a random order within each individual session.
Two control experiments were carried out in order to test whether or not the
visibility of the stimuli depended on the coarseness of spatial scale.
In Control experiment 1 we checked whether or not our subjects could perceive
depth from very brief presentations of the correlated image (A, A) only that contained
either coarse or fine dots. Therefore, after the fixation screen was shown, we presented the
image pair (A, A) for short time intervals, namely T c = 14 ms, 28 ms and 42 ms. In this
experiment we used a depth detection task and a forced-choice paradigm.
In Control experiment 2 we investigated whether the coarse-to-fine asymmetry in
spatial scale interaction, i.e. weak interaction from fine-to-coarse and strong interaction
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from coarse-to-fine was caused by the rivalry or purely by the presence of coarse-scale
stimuli. We predicted that if the visibility of coarse-scale images would be responsible for
our results, the subjects would not be able to see depth defined by the fine spatial scale
images in the presence of fusible coarse-scale images. The stimuli consisted of the
repeated alternation of fusible images at fine-scale and coarse-scale. The fine-scale images
embedded two disparity-defined squares positioned on the left and right side of the
display.

Figure 4. Transient stimuli in the depth detection task of Experiment 2. The DRS stimulus
consisted of single presentations of the two image pairs, i.e. only two frames that were
shown in a certain order: (A, A)(B, -B) or (B, -B) (A, A). Each trial started with a fixationcross presented for 2.5 s.

The disparities of the two squares were 12 arcmin and 24 arcmin. The fusible coarse-scale
images contained no shape defined by disparity. We varied the presentation time of the
correlated image pairs at coarse scale between 14 ms and 168 ms. The presentation time of
the fine-scale images was 42 ms. This value was chosen to be in the range of presentation
durations for which, in Experiment 1, no disparity-defined depth was perceived when
correlated images at fine-scale were alternated with rivalrous images at coarse-scale (blue
dashed line in Fig.2). We used a depth discrimination task and a forced-choice paradigm.
The subjects reported which of the two disparity-defined squares was most close to them.
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3.2 Results
Depth detection results in response to transient stimulus presentation are indicated
in Fig.5. The percentage of correct answers is presented as a function of T c = T a , for
four subjects. All subjects performed better in stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) (correlated image
pair presented first), than in stimulus (B, -B), (A, A) (anticorrelated image pair presented
first). For comparison reasons, Fig.6 shows the depth detection scores obtained in
response to sustained stimulus presentations, as a function of T c = T a . For three subjects
(CE, EG and LW) these data were derived from Experiment 1. Subject LD was measured
separately for sustained presentation durations T c = T a . It is important to note that in a
sustained stimulus presentation the order in which the two image pairs are shown is not
relevant because both orders are present over time. Thus, the two stimuli (A, A)(B, -B)
and (B, -B), (A, A) are indiscernible from each other in a sustained presentation.
Equal-scale transient stimuli
Depth detection scores for equal-scale transient stimuli are represented in Fig.5a
and 5b. The filled and open symbols indicate percentages of correct answers for stimuli
(A, A)(B, -B) and (B, -B)(A, A), respectively. Within each subject, depth detection scores
obtained in response to coarse-scale stimuli (Fig.5a) and fine-scale stimuli (Fig.5b)
showed a similar trend. For each separate stimulus configuration, i.e. (B, -B)(A, A) and
(A, A)(B, -B) respectively, and within each subject, the fine and coarse scale data were
tested for statistically significance. This analysis revealed that there were no significant
differences between temporal properties of stereopsis at coarse and fine scales for (i)
stimulus (A, A)(B, -B): t (11) = 1.782 for CE, 1.301 for LW, -1.682 for LD; p> 0.05; twotailed test; and (ii) stimulus (B, -B) (A, A): t (11) = 0.861 for CE, 0.330 for EG, -1.101 for
LW, -1.459 for LD; p>0.05; two-tailed test. These findings indicate that depth detection
results were independent of dot size. Thus, coarse and fine scales have similar temporal
properties of disparity processing in response to transient stimulus presentation. Similar
statistic analysis applied to the data obtained in response to sustained stimulus
presentation (Fig.6a and 6b) indicated that there were no significant differences between
temporal properties of stereopsis at coarse and fine scales (t (11) = -0.561 for CE, 0.804 for
EG, 0 for LW and LD; p>0.05; two-tailed test).
One can notice that depth detection scores are better for stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) in
which the correlated image is presented first than in stimulus (B, -B) (A, A). A
comparison between these results (Fig.5a and 5b) with those obtained in response to
sustained stimulus presentation (Fig.6a and 6b) shows that depth detection in response to
sustained stimulus presentation is best related to depth detection in response to transient
presentation of stimulus (B, -B)(A, A).
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Figure 5. Performances in the depth detection task in response to transient presentation
of stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) (filled symbols) and stimulus (B, -B)(A, A) (open symbols) as a
function of the time intervals, T c = T a , for dot sizes of 6 arcmin and 24 arcmin: a)
coarse equal-scale stimuli; b) fine equal-scale stimuli; c) correlation at coarse scale and
anticorrelation at fine scale; d) correlation at fine scale and anticorrelation at coarse
scale.
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Figure 6. Performances in the depth detection task in response to sustained presentation
of stimulus (A, A)(B, -B) as a function of the time intervals, T c = T a , for dot sizes of 6
arcmin and 24 arcmin: a) coarse equal-scale stimuli; b) fine equal-scale stimuli; c)
correlation at coarse scale and anticorrelation at fine scale; d) correlation at fine scale
and anticorrelation at coarse scale.
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Unequal-scale transient stimuli
A. Correlation at coarse scale and anticorrelation at fine scales
Depth detection scores for transient stimuli containing correlation at the coarse
scale and anticorrelation at the fine scale are represented in Fig. 5c. For both transient
stimulus conditions, all subjects detected depth above the level of 75%, except subject CE
for stimulus (B, -B) (A, A). For sustained stimulus presentation (Fig.6c), the subjects
detected depth at the level of 100 % for all presentation times T c = T a .
B. Correlation at fine scale and anticorrelation at coarse scales
Depth detection scores for transient stimuli containing correlation at the fine scale
and anticorrelation at the coarse scale are represented in Fig.5d. On average, the level of
100 % was reached for T c = T a longer than 112 ms in subjects CE, EG, LW, and of 70
ms in subject LD. Although there are slight differences between the subjects, the trends in
the pattern of results are the same.
Statistical analysis applied to unequal scale data for both transient and sustained
stimulus presentation revealed a significant difference in temporal processing between the
unequal-scale stimuli A (Figs.5c and 6c) and B (Figs.5d and 6d). The statistical analysis
indicated that: i) t (11) = 2.994 for CE, 3.930 for EG, 3.256 for LW, 2.231 for LD; p< 0.05,
for stimulus (A, A)(B, -B), and ii) t (11) = 5.043 for CE, 3.116 for EG, 3.811 for LW; 2.472
for LD; p<0.05, for stimulus (B, -B)(A, A). For sustained stimulus presentation statistical
analysis indicated: t (11) = 6.966 for CE, 3.252 for EG, 2.746 for LW, 2.549 for LD; p<
0.05. All analysis involved a two-tailed test.
Control experiment 1
All subjects detected depth at the level of 100% for very brief presentations (T c =
14, 28 and 42 ms) of the correlated image (A, A) only, at either coarse or fine scale.
Control experiment 2
All subjects performed at the level of 100%. These results demonstrated that depth
at fine spatial scale was easily seen for all presentation times of fusible coarse-scale
images. Therefore, the asymmetry in scale interaction cannot be explained in terms of
stimulus visibility.

3.3. Discussion
In summary, the present findings of this experiment are as follows. (i) The
temporal properties of depth perception in response to transient stimulus presentation are
independent of the coarseness of spatial-scale. (ii) The temporal inhibitory interaction
between spatial scales depends on their relative sizes. (iii) For transient stimulus
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presentation the inhibition between and within spatial scales depends on the order in
which correlated and anticorrelated images are presented. (iv) Vergence eye movements
are not a necessary for establishing the interaction between spatial scales. These results
clearly indicate that the interaction between scales is neural by nature.
The finding that the interaction between spatial scales depends on the order in
which correlated and anticorrelated images are presented is an indication that strong /
weak temporal inhibition of stereopsis by rivalry occurs when anticorrelated images
precedes / follows correlated images. In addition, within each subject, depth detection
scores for coarse and fine equal scale stimuli showed similar trends. It is important to
notice that our results indicated that the inhibitory interaction between spatial scales
depends on their relative sizes, i.e. weak interaction from fine-to-coarse and strong
interaction from coarse-to-fine. This result suggests that there is a coarse-to-fine
asymmetry in spatial scale interaction. It might be objected that in order to draw a
conclusion on the symmetry or asymmetry of the spatial-scale interaction one should take
into account the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the eye for contrast. Glennester
and Parker (1997) reported that MTF could have a significant effect on the interpretation
of different experiments. The results of our control experiments showing that depth was
easily detected for very short presentations of the correlated image (A,A) only at either
coarse or fine scale (control experiment 1) and also easily discriminated for presentation
times corresponding to values along the blue line in Fig.2 (control experiment 2), clearly
indicated that the briefness of presentation, i.e. stimulus visibility or MTF at either coarse
or fine scale was not the cause for the observed effects. Altogether, these findings allow us
to reject the interpretation of our results in terms of differences in gains between coarse
and fine scale channels, i.e. the interpretation that coarse dot-size image pairs would be
effectively more visible to the depth detection mechanisms of the coarse scale than the
fine dot-size image pairs. As a consequence, we interpret our results in terms of inhibitory
interactions between rivalry and stereopsis at different spatial scales.
Psychophysical literature and computational models argue on whether the coarseto-fine hierarchy in spatial-scale interaction is accomplished via eye movements driven
mechanisms or neural mechanisms. The vergence eye movements driven mechanism
implemented by models such as that of Marr & Poggio (1979) is based on the assumption
that there is a link between spatial-scale and disparity size. The scale-disparity relationship
assumes that different sizes of disparity are processed in distinct spatial-scale channels, i.e.
coarse disparities by coarse spatial scales and fine disparities by fine spatial scales. In
Marr & Poggio's model, matches established at coarse spatial scales are used to drive
vergence eye movements to reduce the disparities until these become so small that the
images are matched at the finest scale. In brief, the Marr & Poggio’s scheme assumes that,
initially the two retinal images are far out of register. In situations in which fusion is not
possible due to large disparities, vergence eye movements are essential for bringing the
images into the fusible range of disparity. Erkelens (1987) showed that ocular vergence
movements could be induced by large disparities of up to 10 degrees.
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However, usually the retinal images will not be far out of register when we open
our eyes after a blink or fixate a new object after a large saccade. Incidentally, the retinal
images could even be in register or in the range of fine-disparity system. In these
situations, there is no need for engaging eye driven mechanisms to obtain sensory fusion.
Normal stereopsis, which requires sensory fusion, is based on relatively small differences
between similar features on the two retinal images. These small differences are detected
by disparity-selective neurons whose sensitivity is limited to about one degree (Poggio &
Fisher, 1977). It is evident that there are smaller numbers of matching features (contours)
in coarse scale stimuli than in fine-scale stimuli. Therefore, it is likely to find fewer wrong
matches in coarse-scale stimuli than in fine-scale stimuli. A neural based hierarchical
organization of spatial scales, as we found in the present experiments, may help to
alleviate the matching problem in conditions where Marr & Poggio’s scheme does not
work.
In summary, the inhibitory interaction between spatial-scales shows that: when
matching is possible at scales coarser than the ones that induce rivalry then the inhibition
of stereopsis by rivalry is weak. The inhibition is strong when matching is possible at
scales finer than the one that induce rivalry. The interaction between rivalry and stereopsis
at the same scale, either coarse or fine, can be categorised as inhibition at the intermediate
level.
General conclusion
Spatial-scale interactions in response to both sustained and transient stimulus
presentation indicate a strong inhibitory influence of rivalry at a coarse scale on stereopsis
at a fine scale, and weak inhibitory influence of rivalry at a fine scale on stereopsis at a
coarse scale. These interactions are based on a neural circuitry rather than on vergence
eye movements. Temporal properties of stereoscopic depth perception are independent of
spatial scale.
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Chapter 4

Influence of disparity-defined surfaces on the
perceived depth of monocular random dots

Abstract
Stereopsis in random-dot stereograms is based on the corresponding features
between the two retinal images. The psychophysical literature suggests that monocular
regions that do not have any counterpart in the other eye are integrated in the
interpretation of stereo images. This paper examines how the human binocular visual
system interprets monocular random-dot surfaces superimposed on binocular random-dot
surfaces. We varied dot density, dot size and binocular disparity. We found that depth of
monocular surfaces was affected by the disparity-defined surfaces. Strength of the effect
depended on dot density and relative angular size of the binocular and monocular dots. A
two-cue combination model (weak fusion model) provides a good quantitative description
of the experimental results. Model simulations indicate that the subjects combine
monocular and binocular cues by weighting the cues in a linear manner in order to
estimate depth of monocular surfaces.
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1. Introduction
The relationship between binocular disparity and depth perception in the absence
of monocular cues has been intensively studied since Julesz (1960) introduced random-dot
stereograms (RDS). Matching the left and right eye images of RDS requires decisions
about which dots are binocular and which are monocular. Recent findings indicate that
monocular elements that do not have any counterpart in the other eye are important in the
interpretation process of stereoscopic depth. Evidence have been presented that single
monocular elements that are viewed in the presence of matchable binocular elements are
seen at depths comparable with those induced by binocular disparity although these
monocular unpaired elements do not carry explicit disparity information (Shimojo &
Nakayama, 1990; Nakayama & Shimojo, 1990; Howard & Rogers, 2002). Much research
has been carried out to understand mechanisms that attribute depth to matchable features.
Little is known about the mechanisms that attribute a 3D interpretation to unpaired
monocular elements in RDS.
In natural images, the existence of a monocular region is determined by the
presence of a depth discontinuity. In RDS, monocular elements that do not have any
counterpart in the other eye can be located either within interocularly unpaired zones or be
embedded within binocular matchable elements. Several studies investigated how
monocular elements are perceived when they are located in the vicinity of binocular
elements specifying a depth discontinuity (Shimojo & Nakayama, 1990, 1994; Nakayama
& Shimojo, 1990; Ono & Mapp, 1995; Shimono et al., 1998). Shimojo & Nakayama
(1994) showed that perceived depth of a monocular element located in the interocularly
unpaired region of the stereo occlusion is stable and corresponds to the depth of the
occluded surface. However, when the monocular element was superimposed on an
interocularly paired region its perceived depth showed a prominent variability (Shimojo &
Nakayama, 1994). These authors reported that the observed apparent depth fluctuations
were not random but were the result of a local correspondence rule (‘local Panum’
hypothesis) that generated perceived depth by matching the unpaired element to the
nearest paired element regardless of the global context. Other studies (Ono & Mapp, 1995;
Shimono, Ono, Saida & Mapp, 1998) also reported that the depth of monocular lines was
affected when the lines were placed on binocular surfaces.
A characteristic of the above-mentioned studies is that in these experiments the
monocular objects were single small elements (dots, lines) of the same size as the
binocular matchable elements but brighter in order to distinguish them. In addition, these
unpaired monocular elements were embedded within binocular random-dot patterns of low
densities (for instance, 10% dot density in Shimojo & Nakayama, 1994). It might be
possible that monocular random-dot surfaces superimposed on stereo surfaces are
interpreted differently by the perceptual system. Until now, none of the existing
psychophysical studies examined spatial characteristics of the interaction between
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monocular and binocular elements (i.e., the perceptual effects of dot density) and how
cues of the monocular element affects its depth.
It is evident that in addition to the binocular disparity cue, depth of a monocular
image is influenced by cues of its own. Several static monocular cues, such as relative
size, occlusion, linear perspective, allow judgments of relative distance and depth (Palmer,
1999; Howard & Rogers, 2002). Static monocular cues rely on knowledge and familiarity
with objects (Palmer, 1999). Relative brightness of objects is also a source for monocular
depth interpretation. It is well known that the three-dimensional layout of a surface and its
relative brightness covary (Palmer, 1999).
In the literature, evidence has been presented that binocular objects also affects the
perceived visual direction of monocular elements (Erkelens & van de Grind, 1994;
Erkelens, Muijs & van Ee, 1996; Erkelens & van Ee, 1997; Ono & Mapp, 1995; Shimono,
Ono, Saida & Mapp, 1998). Erkelens and van Ee (1997) showed that the degree to which
the visual direction of a monocular element is captured by a binocular visual direction
depends on the proximity of adjacent binocular objects. More recent findings indicate that
the presence of binocular surfaces affects the perceived 3D orientation of monocular
elements. Monocular lines appeared to lie on binocular surfaces when these surfaces were
inclined relative to the observer (Rogers & Bradshaw, 1999; Domini & Braunstein, 2001).
Domini & Braunstein (2001) reported that perceived tilt of a set of dots (aligned to form a
line) embedded in a smooth disparity field was affected by the slant of the binocular
surface. Furthermore, these authors showed that the effect was time-dependent, namely at
its maximum when the line and surface were presented simultaneously and absent when
stimulus onset asynchrony was longer than about 70 ms.
In the present study, we investigated how the human binocular visual system
interprets the depth of monocular dots embedded within binocular random-dot patterns.
We measured perceived depth of monocular random-dot surfaces in the presence of
stereoscopic random-dot surfaces when a number of factors, such as dot density, dot size
of the monocular and binocular surfaces and disparity of the stereoscopic surfaces were
varied. The results indicate that perceived depth of the monocular surfaces depends on
binocular disparity of the stereoscopic surface and on dot density and relative angular size
of the binocular and monocular dots. The depth of monocular elements can be described
within the framework of the cue combination model (weak fusion model) working on
monocular depth cues and binocular disparity.

2. Methods
2.1.Observers
Four subjects participated in all experiments (one of the authors and three other
subjects who were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiments). None of the
subjects showed any visual or oculomotor pathologies other than refraction anomalies. All
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had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were checked for normal stereopsis
by means of a recently developed stereoscopic depth perception test (van Ee & Richards
2002).
2.2. Stimuli and procedure
Large random-dot stereograms subtending 64 (width)  42 (height) deg RDS were
generated by an HP 750 Graphics computer and back-projected onto a fronto-parallel
translucent screen by a D-ILA projector (JVC DLA-G11E). The stereograms consisted of
randomly distributed bright dots (square-like elements) on a dark background.
Stereoscopic vision was made possible by placing red and green filters in front of the
observer's eyes so that each image was visible to one of the eyes only (light separation
between red and green filters that were matched to the projector guns was better than
99%). The experiments were performed in an otherwise dark room. The stimulus consisted
of the continuous alternation of two random-dot images: a monocular and a stereoscopic
random-dot pattern that were alternated at high rate, 36 Hz (i.e. frame duration 14 ms). At
this high temporal frequency, the two images are perceived as static and superimposed due
to the temporal properties of the visual system’s luminance mechanism (Burr & Morone,
1993; Shinomori & Werner, 2003). The stereoscopic pattern embedded a disparity-defined
shape (a square) that stood out in depth during binocular viewing. The size of the square
was 7  7 deg. We used two different disparity values, namely 16 arcmin and 32 arcmin
(crossed disparity). To facilitate depth judgments of the surfaces made up by monocular
dots, dot sizes of the monocular and stereoscopic patterns were chosen differently. We
used dot sizes of 8 arcmin and 32 arcmin. In order to study possible depth effects of the
different dot sizes, we presented the stimulus in two ways: the monocular image contained
coarse dots and the stereoscopic image fine dots (Fig.1a), and vice-versa (Fig.1b). To
study the perceptual effects of dot density, we co-varied dot density of the monocular and
binocular patterns. We used dot densities of 2%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%.
For both stimulus configurations, each combination of dot density was measured ten
times.
We used a forced-choice paradigm and a depth discrimination task in which the
subject indicated (by pressing a key) whether the monocular pattern or the reference
stimulus was most close to him/her. The reference stimulus was a stereoscopic image pair
that embedded a disparity-defined square of disparity D that was varied in small steps (2
arcmin) between 0 and 60 arcmin. For each condition, this resulted in 300 trials (30 steps
x 10 repetitions). Two separate depth discrimination sessions were carried out. In one
session the subjects judged depth of the monocular surface superimposing the disparitydefined shape, whereas in the other they judged depth of the monocular surface at
locations of the background.
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Figure 1. Stimulus configurations used in the experiment: (a) the monocular image
contained coarse dots and the stereoscopic image fine dots; (b) the monocular image
contained fine dots and the stereoscopic image coarse dots.

Thus, given the four subjects and 48 conditions (2 coarsenesses, 2 disparities, 1
background, 8 densities) the experimental data collection resulted in 57,600 trials. For
each condition, a normal cumulative distribution function was fitted to the depth
discrimination data and the disparity at the 50% level was taken as the value for matched
depth. In all experiments, the DRS were presented until the subject gave his/her answer,
by pressing a key. The subjects were free to make eye movements.
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3. Results
Fig.2 shows perceived depths of the monocular surfaces as a function of dot
density of the two images. The matched depths of the monocular surfaces are expressed in
disparity units to allow easy comparison with disparity of the depth figure (thin dashed
black lines) and the background (thick dashed lines).
The results indicate that perceived depth of monocular surfaces changed gradually
with dot density. Coarsely dotted surfaces were seen closer than fine-dotted surfaces
(compare filled and open symbols in Fig.2). On average, at high dot densities, the subjects
perceived the monocular surface at a depth close to that of the disparity-defined surface.
At low dot densities, the two types of surfaces were seen at very different depths. The
coarse-dotted monocular surfaces were perceived at depths closer than the depth of the
disparity-defined surfaces. The fine-dotted monocular surfaces were perceived further
away. Exception was subject LW, for whom matched depths of coarse-dotted and finedotted surfaces followed similar trends. The results show that, at low dot densities,
coarsely dotted monocular surfaces were perceived in front of the background when they
were superimposed on the background (gray circles). The results in Fig.2 also indicate that
the variability in depth estimation increased with decreasing dot density.
For each disparity value of the 3D stereo surface, i.e. 0, 16 and 32 arcmin
respectively, and within each subject, differences between the results for fine and coarsely
dotted monocular images were tested for statistical significance using a paired two-tailed t
test. The statistical analysis indicated that: i) t(7) = 4.90 for DD, 3.97 for EG, 4.20 for LK,
6.21 for LW; p< 0.05, for 32 arcmin disparity, (ii) t(7) = 3.87 for DD, 2.51 for EG, 3.64
for LK, 8.97 for LW; p<0.05, for 16 arcmin disparity, and (iii) t(7) = 3.48 for DD, 2.53 for
LK, 10.67 for LW; p<0.05, for 0 arcmin disparity. This analysis revealed a significant
difference in matched depth between the coarsely dotted and fine-dotted monocular
surfaces, except in subject EG for 0 arcmin disparity (t(7) = 1.63, p>0.05).

Figure 2. Matched depths of monocular surfaces as a function of dot density. The filled
symbols indicate matched depths for coarsely dotted monocular surfaces in the presence
of fine-dotted stereoscopic surfaces and open symbols for fine-dotted monocular surfaces
in the presence of coarsely dotted stereoscopic surfaces. Thin dashed lines indicate
disparity values of depth figures and thick dashed lines indicate the location of the
background. Different symbols indicate matched depths of the monocular surface
superimposing (a) the background (circles) and the disparity-defined shape that stood out
in depth at 16 arcmin (squares), and (b) the disparity-defined shape that stood out in
depth at 32 arcmin (triangles).
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4. Discussion
The main finding of the present study is that perceived depth of a monocular
random-dot surface depends on dot density, dot size and on binocular disparity of a 3D
stereoscopic surface. Our results show that: (i) perceived depth of monocular surfaces
changed gradually with dot density, and (ii) perceived depth was larger for coarsely dotted
monocular surfaces than for fine-dotted surfaces. The fact that for lower dot densities,
monocular surfaces were perceived closer to the observer when surfaces consisted of
coarse dots (filled symbols) and further away when the dots were fine (open symbols),
suggests that monocular depth cues, such as relative brightness of the dots or their relative
angular size, influenced our results. It has long been known that relative brightness is a
monocular cue for distance, that is, in a stimulus in which all other parameters are equal,
the brighter of two objects is perceived as the nearer (Gibson, 1950; Johansson, 1950;
Farnè, 1977).
The results of Fig.2 also show that errors in depth judgments increased with
decreasing dot density. Large fluctuations in matched depth of a single bright monocular
element that was superimposed on an interocularly paired zone of a random-dot
stereogram of 10% dot density has also been reported by Shimojo & Nakayama (1994)
although an explanation for this variability was not given. In order to understand what
caused the large variability in matched depth, we examined statistical properties of spatial
distributions of random dots.
Although it is not very often used, an intuitive and simple quantitative measure for
the spatial regularity of dots in random-dot images of different densities is the average
nearest-neighbor distance between the dots. The average nearest-neighbor distance (i.e.,
the average of all nearest-neighbor distances calculated for all dots) provides information
about the clustering of coarse and fine dots, respectively. In the calculations, image
parameters (i.e., image size, dot size and density) were the same as in the experiments.
Fig.3 shows the average nearest-neighbor distance between coarse (filled symbols) and
fine (open symbols) dots, respectively, as a function of dot density. Each point represents
the mean of ten estimates of the average nearest-neighbor distance from ten different
random-dot patterns. Fig.3 indicates that the average distance between dots decreased
gradually with increasing dot density. This variation is most pronounced for coarse dots
(filled symbols).
A measurable property of neurons, that might reflect spatial properties of stimuli
such as dot size and distance between dots, is the receptive field (RF) size. Recent
physiological studies emphasized the existence of a relationship between the RF size of
neurons in early visual areas and the limitations in processing of different stimulus
properties. For instance, recently, Nienborg et al. (2004) reported that RF size of V1
neurons (on average, about 1deg) limits acuity for perceiving disparity corrugations.
Therefore, there is the possibility that monocular and binocular RF sizes of neurons could
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impose limitations on the observed interactions between monocular cues and binocular
disparity in our stimuli for different dot densities.
It is well known that the visual system is able to combine information from
different depth cues to estimate 3D scene parameters. Weighting of different depth cues is
well described by the weak fusion model (Landy et al., 1995). In this model, weighting
occurs at the level of depth maps. If weighting of cues occurs at an earlier stage then the
interaction between depth cues is a winner-take-all phenomenon and is referred to as the
strong fusion model. In the weak fusion model, when different depth cues are linearly
integrated the relative weighting of these cues depends on stimulus parameters (Landy et
al. 1995; Cumming et al. 1993; Johnston et al. 1993).
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Figure 3. The average nearest-neighbor distance between dots as a function of dot
density. Each point represents the mean of ten estimates of the average nearest-neighbor
distance from ten different random-dot patterns. The filled symbols indicate coarsely
dotted patterns and open symbols, fine-dotted patterns.

For instance, Cumming at el. (1993) reported that the relative weighting of stereo and
texture cues for estimating shape from texture is influenced by the regularity of textural
elements that define the stereo surfaces. These authors indicated that the most significant
texture cue for the perception of curved surfaces was variation in the compression of
texture elements, while changes in area or density of elements had little effect (Cumming
et al. 1993). Within the framework of the weak fusion model, we used a model of cue
combination between monocular depth cues and binocular disparity to estimate depth of
monocular surfaces. In our experiments, the fact that, (i) perceived depth of the monocular
images changed gradually with dot density, and (ii) monocular images were seen closer to
the observer when their constituting dots were coarse and further away when the dots were
fine, indicated that perceived depth was the result of weighted averaging of the binocular
disparity and monocular cues (i.e., angular size of dots or their relative brightness).
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Figure 4. The estimated disparity weights (continuous lines) and monocular weights
(dashed lines) as a function of dot density for disparities of 32 arcmin (triangles), 16
arcmin (squares) and 0 arcmin (circles), respectively. The filled and open symbols
indicate coarsely dotted and fine-dotted monocular surfaces, respectively.

In order to calculate the weights attributed to binocular and monocular cues, we
used the matched depth results shown in Fig.2. We considered that binocular and
monocular weights are constrained to sum to 1. In the calculations, we assumed that for all
dot densities, the human visual system makes use of the same monocular cue when it
estimates depth of monocular surfaces superimposed on disparity-defined surfaces of
either 32, 16 or 0 arcmin. Estimated disparity weights (continuous lines) and monocular
weights (dashed lines) are shown in Fig.4 as a function of dot density, for disparities of 32
arcmin (triangles), 16 arcmin (squares) and 0 arcmin (circles), respectively. Fig.4 shows
that binocular cue remains the major factor in estimating depth of monocular surfaces
because the weight attributed to disparity (continuous lines) remains higher than 0.5 for all
dot densities. Subjects LW and EG were exception. For these subjects binocular weights
were lower than 0.5 for coarsely dotted monocular surfaces of low densities (filled
symbols). On average, the estimated weights shown in Fig.4 indicate that: (i) with
increasing dot density, the binocular weight increases and the monocular weight decreases
(compare continuous and dashed lines for the same type of symbol); (ii) with increasing
disparity of the depth figure, the estimated binocular weight decreases (compare
continuous lines for different symbols, either open or filled) and monocular weight
increases (compare dashed lines for different symbols, either open and filled). In addition,
in two subjects (EG and LW) the strength of this effect depends on dot size, i.e. estimated
binocular weights for coarsely dotted monocular surfaces are lower than for fine-dotted
monocular surface (compare continuous lines for open and filled same type symbols). In
the psychophysical literature, the overestimation and underestimation of depth is often
attributed to conflicts between disparity and other depth cues (Johnston et al. 1991; 1993;
Landy et al. 1995). In this view, matched depth differences between individual observers
might be explained by the fact that different observers assign different levels of reliability
to disparity and monocular cues. These differences between individual observers are
apparent in estimated binocular and monocular weights (Fig.4). To conclude, the weak
fusion model working on binocular and monocular cues provides a good quantitative
description of the experimental results.
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Chapter 5

Influence of stereopsis on the perceptual timing of
binocular rivalry

Abstract
We investigated how stereopsis and binocular rivalry relate to and influence each
other. We used a novel stimulus for which stereopsis coexisted with binocular rivalry. By
using different stimulus combinations, we examined how stereoscopic depth influences the
perceptual dominance durations of binocular rivalry. We measured and compared
temporal characteristics of binocular rivalry in stimuli that evoked both binocular rivalry
and stereopsis or only binocular rivalry. The results show that the presence of perceived
disparity-defined depth does not influence significantly the perceptual dominance durations
of binocular rivalry. The results suggest that: (i) monocular mechanisms that process
textural patterns remain active in binocular vision, and (ii) disparity-defined depth
(stereopsis) and binocular competition (binocular rivalry) at the level of textured surfaces
follow from separate processes.
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1. Introduction
Human visual perception gives us a single and coherent representation of the visual
environment although the two eyes receive slightly different views of the world. It is known
that these slight differences between image patterns formed on the two retinae are utilized for
stereoscopic depth perception. Stereopsis, a clear example of binocular interaction, can be
experienced in random-dot stereograms (RDS) in which we can perceive three-dimensional
shapes that are not visible via each eye separately (Julesz, 1971). However, when the image
patterns projected on the two retinae are very different they cannot be reconciled as one. As a
result, competition for perceptual dominance can occur. This is demonstrated by binocular
rivalry, that is, perceptual alternation between the two monocular images (Levelt, 1965). The
phenomenon of binocular rivalry can be observed with very different types of stimuli, for
instance, horizontal and vertical gratings, one in each eye. In such a stimulus, the percept is
not stable but rather alternates between the two monocular representations. The perceived
dominance durations are stochastic and unrelated with previous dominance durations (Fox &
Hermann, 1967; Levelt, 1965; Walker, 1975; Logothetis, 1998; Lee & Blake, 1999). Many
different properties of the two images (shape, orientation, color) can induce binocular rivalry.
However, not all differences result in binocular rivalry. In some conditions the differences
between the two eyes’ images can be reconciled and in other conditions not. It is not clear yet
what determines whether monocular images interact or compete. A longstanding debate in
binocular vision literature is how stereopsis and binocular rivalry relate to each other since
both phenomena are derived from disparate monocular representations of the visual
environment. An unsettled issue is whether stereoscopic depth perception can or cannot
coexist with binocular rivalry.
A number of studies indicated that stereopsis and binocular rivalry co-exist within
different spatial scales (Julesz & Miller, 1975; Julesz & Tyler, 1976; Mayhew & Frisby,
1976; Blake et al. 1979; Wolfe, 1986). This theory was based on Julesz & Miller (1975)
experiments that showed that rivalry and stereopsis co-existed in RDS in which the binocular
signal (indicated by the presence of disparity-defined shape) and monocular noise contained
very different spatial frequencies. Thus, in RDS depth can be mediated by low spatialfrequency channels while, at the same time, the high spatial-frequency channels sensitive to
fine texture remain in rivalry. According to the other studies, stereopsis is disrupted when the
monocular half-images are viewed during rivalry. In other words, stereopsis and binocular
rivalry are mutually exclusive states, i.e. they cannot coexist (Hochberg, 1964; Amira, 1989;
Blake, 1989; Blake, Yang & Wilson, 1991; Harrad et al. 1994). In order to test whether
stereopsis can or cannot coexist with rivalry, Harrad et al. (1994) measured stereo thresholds
in line stereograms in which a stereo half-image was presented continuously to one eye and a
rival target to the other eye. These authors reported that stereopsis was impaired for
presentations of about 150 ms but for longer durations stereo performance was the same as
in non-rivalry conditions (Blake, 2001). It is important to mention that a common
characteristic of many of the above-mentioned studies that produced evidence in favor of
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either one or the other theory is that these human studies were carried out with stereograms
(filtered RDS, line stereograms) on which rivalrous pattern was superimposed in one eye
only. In addition, the stereoscopic and rivalrous stimuli were of similar type, i.e. either
random-dot patterns or lines.
At present, the ability to perceive stereopsis in the presence or absence of binocular
rivalry still remains a controversial issue (Wolfe, 1986; Blake et al. 1991; Harrad et al. 1994;
Blake, 2001; Blake & Logothetis, 2002). None of the studies considered the interaction
between stereopsis and binocular rivalry by measuring the influence of stereopsis on the
perceptual dominance durations of binocular rivalry.
Several recent neurophysiological studies reported that perceptual alternations during
binocular rivalry are strongly correlated with neural activity of binocular rather than
monocular neurons and that a strikingly large proportion of neurons in the early visual areas
remain active during perceptual suppression (Logothetis et al.1996; Logothetis, 1998;
Leopold & Logothetis, 1999). Neurophysiological studies also showed that binocular
neurons in early visual areas (V1, V2) detect disparities between the two retinal images
(Barlow et al, 1967; Poggio and Fisher, 1977; DeAngelis, Ohzawa & Freeman, 1991;
Cumming & Parker, 1999). Currently, it is not known how binocular neurons are involved in
binocular rivalry. In brief, questions about how and where binocular interaction (stereopsis)
and competition (binocular rivalry) occur in the brain are currently under discussion in both
psychophysical and neurophysiological research (Logothetis, Leopold & Sheinberg, 1996;
Logothetis, 1998; Tong, Nakayama, Vaughan & Kanwisher, 1998; Carlson & He, 2000;
Polonsky, Blake, Braun & Heeger, 2000; Tong & Engel, 2001).
The goal of the present study was to examine how stereopsis and binocular rivalry
relate to and influence each other. We utilized a novel stimulus in which stereopsis coexisted
with binocular rivalry. By using different stimulus combinations, we examined how
stereoscopic depth influences the perceptual dominance durations of binocular rivalry.
Perceptual dominance time series were analyzed and compared with gamma, lognormal, and
Weibull distributions (using statistical Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test). The
results indicate that the presence of disparity-defined depth does not influence significantly
the perceptual dominance durations of binocular rivalry. The results suggest that: (1)
monocular mechanisms that process textural patterns remain active in binocular vision, and
(2) disparity-defined depth (stereopsis) and binocular competition (rivalry) at the level of
textured surfaces follow from separate processes.

2. Methods
2.1.Observers
Four subjects participated in all experiments (one of the two authors and three
subjects who were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiments). None of the
subjects showed any visual or oculomotor pathology other than refraction anomalies. All had
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normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were checked for normal stereopsis by
means of a recently developed stereoscopic depth perception test (van Ee & Richards 2002).
2.2. Stimuli and apparatus
The stimuli (6 x 6 deg) were generated on a Macintosh G4 computer using OpenGl
libraries and presented in the center of a LaCie IV monitor (1280 x 1024 pixels at 75 Hz).
The stimuli were static stereograms whose left and right eye images consisted of a grid of
black lines filled with randomly distributed bright dots (10 % dot density). The size of dots
(square-like elements) was 3 arcmin and the width of black lines 15 arcmin (i.e., 5 x dot
size). The dots in the left and right eye images were either correlated or uncorrelated. The
correlated random-dot images embedded a disparity-defined shape (a square) that stood out
in depth during binocular viewing and was located on the center of the stereogram. The size
of the square was 2  2 deg and its disparity 6 arcmin (crossed disparity). The disparity was
introduced by symmetrically displacing the dots in one image relative to the dots in the other
image. The image of each individual eye did not provide any information about the position
of the square. Either horizontal or vertical bright lines were superimposed on the black lines
of one eye’s image, such that, the two eyes viewed always orthogonally oriented bright lines.
The bright lines were 3 arcmin wide (equal with the dot size) and positioned in the middle of
black lines (see Fig.1). Due to this arrangement, the bright lines and dots were not connected
to each other. The separation between the lines was 30 arcmin (i.e. 10 x dot size). We opted
for random-dot patterns of 10% density in order to have approximately the same amount of
texture (luminance) that carry disparity and binocular rivalry information.
We used four stimulus configurations: (i) orthogonal gratings, e.g., horizontal and
vertical, one in each eye (Fig.1a). This stimulus is slightly different from the standard
horizontal and vertical square-wave grating used in the literature due to the fact that bright
lines and dark bands have very unequal widths. (ii) Correlated dots - orthogonal gratings
stimulus (Fig.1b); (iii) Uncorrelated dots - orthogonal gratings stimulus (Fig.1c); (iv)
Monocular dots - orthogonal gratings stimulus (Fig.1d). The latter configuration constituted
an asymmetric stimulus due to the fact that the dots were presented to one eye only. The
monocular dots were randomly presented in the left and right eye’s images. The stimuli were
viewed by a conventional red-green anaglyphic technique. The intensities of the red and
green half-images were set such that they appeared equiluminant when viewed through the
red and green filters. Photometric measurements indicated that light separation between the
red and green custom-made filters was better than 99%. Only minute amounts of the green
and red light leaked through the red (0.4%) and the green (0.2%) filter, respectively. The
experiments were performed in an otherwise dark room. The subjects were seated at a
viewing distance of 55 cm, with the head stabilized with a chin rest. Two different
experiments were carried out, namely, experiment Depth and experiment Perceptual Timing.
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Figure 1. Stimulus configurations used in the experiments: (a) orthogonal gratings, e.g.,
horizontal and vertical, one in each eye. (b) Correlated dots - orthogonal gratings stimulus.
(c) Uncorrelated dots - orthogonal gratings stimulus. (d) Monocular dots - orthogonal
gratings stimulus. This configuration constituted an asymmetric stimulus due to the fact that
the dots were presented to one eye only.
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3. Experiment DEPTH
The goal of this experiment was to examine whether disparity-defined depth was
perceived in the presence of rivalrous orthogonal lines.
3.1. Methods
We used the correlated dots-orthogonal gratings stimulus (Fig.1b) in a depth
discrimination task and a forced-choice paradigm. The subjects’ task was to judge whether
the disparity-defined square appeared in front (crossed disparity) or behind (uncrossed
disparity) the background. Disparity of the square was ± 6 arcmin. The stimulus was
presented on the screen until the subject gave his/her answer by pressing a key. The stimulus
was presented 20 times to each subject, in random order.
3.2. Results and Discussion
In the depth discrimination experiment, all subjects performed at the level of 100%.
In our correlated dots-orthogonal gratings stereograms, the subjects perceived the disparitydefined shape in depth while simultaneously they experienced the binocular textural pattern
as alternating from time to time between the two monocular images, namely, dots-horizontal
gratings and dots-vertical gratings. Although the subjects perceived the disparity-defined
shape in depth, they judged the color of the correlated dots as alternating between red and
green. Thus, the color served as a monocular attribute that bounded monocular dots and
lines.
The fact that subjects perceived the disparity-induced depth in rivalrous texture
stereograms is a clear indication that stereopsis and binocular rivalry can coexist. This result
indicates that the concept that stereopsis and rivalry or suppression are mutually exclusive
states (Blake et al. 1991) cannot account for this stimulus. Earlier studies reported similar
observations in stereograms with rivalrous texture (Mayhew & Frisby, 1976; Frisby &
Mayhew, 1978). However, in these experiments, the boundaries of the depth figures were
monocularly visible. Howard and Rogers (2002) suggested that stereopsis in these rivalrous
stereograms is based on the disparity between the boundaries of different regions and not on
disparity between the internal structures of the patterns. The fact that in our correlated dotsorthogonal gratings stimulus the depth figure was invisible in monocular viewing was proof
that its binocular appearance was conveyed only by disparity information. This suggests that
disparity-sensitive neurons in the visual cortex are able to find sufficient correlation between
the left and right patterns to signal depth. It is well known that depth is perceived in RDS in
which interocular correlation is not necessarily unity but is above a certain threshold (Julesz,
1971). In these stereograms the random-dot textural pattern is locally rivalrous. In our
stimuli, the fact that the presence of orthogonal gratings did not obstruct stereoscopic depth
might be due to different spatiotemporal properties of disparity-selective and orientationselective neurons in early stages of the visual system. Different from other stimuli that give
evidence for the coexistence of stereopsis and binocular rivalry, this stimulus has the
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advantage of easy recognizable texture (horizontal vs. vertical gratings). This will allow us to
measure the influence of perceived disparity-induced depth on the perceptual timing of
binocular rivalry.

4. Experiment PERCEPTUAL TIMING
The goal of this experiment was to examine how human visual perception changes
over time in the presence and absence of disparity-induced depth. To do so, we measured and
compared temporal characteristics of binocular rivalry in stimuli that evoked both binocular
rivalry and stereopsis or only binocular rivalry.
4.1. Methods
The stimuli used in this experiment were the four types of image pairs shown Fig.1.
When subjects viewed these stimuli, the resulting perceptual experience switched randomly
between the two monocular representations, for instance, between horizontal and vertical
gratings for stimulus in Fig.1a or, between dots-horizontal gratings and dots-vertical gratings
for stimuli in Figs.1b and 1c. The subjects were requested to keep their gaze in the center of
the perceived disparity-defined square (about 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) for the correlated dotsorthogonal gratings stimulus and, on an area of the same size, located on the same central
position for the other stimuli. While keeping their gaze, the subjects were instructed to report
the perceptual alternations between the two monocular representations using two keyboard
keys. The subjects were instructed to press one key when they perceived one monocular
image (horizontal gratings) and another key when they perceived the other monocular image
(vertical gratings). For each stimulus, the overall presentation time was 40 min, consisting of
10 trials of 4 min each. The four stimuli were presented in random order in sessions of 20
min. The trial consisted of 4 min of continuous stimulus presentation. The length of intertrial intervals was chosen by the subjects (about 5 to 15 sec). Within each subject and for
each stimulus configuration, the dominance durations (time intervals between alternating
dominant percepts) were extracted from all of the individual data sets (10 trials of 4 min
each) and analyzed altogether. Thus, given that the data collection for each stimulus was 40
min (10 trials x 4 min), in total we collected data during 160 min (4 stimuli x 40 min) for
each subject. For all subjects and stimuli, this resulted in 26 171 perceptual alternations.
4.2. Data analysis and Results
Histograms summarizing the durations of individual periods of dominance are shown
in Fig.2a-c for the correlated dots-orthogonal gratings stimuli, the orthogonal gratings
stimulus and the uncorrelated dots-orthogonal gratings stimuli. In these histograms, the bin
size is chosen 200 ms. For all subjects, there were more total perceptual alternations in the
stimuli that evoked only binocular rivalry (Figs.2b and 2c) than in the correlated dotsorthogonal gratings stimulus that evoked both stereopsis and binocular rivalry (Fig 2a).
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Between the subjects, the rate of perceptual switching was different, that is, faster for subject
LW (histograms that peak at about 0.8 sec) and slower for subjects LK and EG (histograms
that peak at about 1.5-2 sec). In agreement with previous findings on binocular rivalry
(Levelt, 1965; Fox & Herman, 1967) these histograms are asymmetric with rapid increase
and a long tail due to the fact that the perceptual dominance times are irregular and
unpredictable.
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Figure 2. Histograms summarizing the durations of individual periods of dominance for:
(a) the correlated dots-orthogonal gratings stimulus; (b) the orthogonal gratings stimulus;
(c) the uncorrelated dots-orthogonal gratings stimulus. In these histograms, the bin size is
chosen 200 ms.

In order to compare the performance of each subject across the three stimuli we
compared the cumulative distributions of the raw data. These are shown in Fig.3 for the three
stimuli. Typically, they are well approximated by a gamma density function.
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Figure 3. The cumulative distributions of the raw data sets for the correlated dotsorthogonal gratings stimulus (blue line)2, the orthogonal gratings stimulus (red line) and,
the uncorrelated dots-orthogonal gratings stimulus (black line).
However, a few recent studies (Zhou et al. 2004; Kruse et al.1996) indicated that lognormal
and Weibull distributions can also describe the perceptual dominance data for several
multistable stimuli. Therefore, we fitted gamma, lognormal and Weibull distributions to the
cumulative distribution of perceptual dominance data obtained in response to each of the
three stimuli. The probability density functions of these distributions are given in the
Appendix. It is important to mention that we estimated the parameters of each distribution by
fitting the cumulative distribution of the raw data sets (Fig.3) and not the histograms. By
doing so, the estimated parameters are independent on the bin size of the histograms. In
addition, within each subject and for each type of stimulus we performed goodness-of-fit
tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test) to compare each of the experimental cumulative
distribution functions to each of the three theoretical distributions, namely gamma, lognormal
and Weibull distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is based on the maximum
2

For interpretation of color in Figs.3 and 4, the reader is referred to the web version of the
thesis: http://www.library.uu.nl/library/thecollection/fulltextubu/dissertationsuu/18386main.html
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deviation of the experimental cumulative distribution from the theoretical one, across all data
points (Zhou et al.2004; Press et al. 1992; Miller, 1951; Massey, 1956). The results of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-tailed test (i.e., the tail probability p) are summarized in Table 1.
The Kolmokorov-Smirnov test indicated that the data were well approximated by a gamma
density function (3 cases), lognormal distribution (8 cases) and Weibull distribution (1 case).
In two cases both gamma and lognormal distributions fitted the data (but not Weibull
distribution), in one case both gamma and Weibull distributions gave good fits (but not
lognormal) and in three cases all the three distributions were rejected. The best fits to the
experimental cumulative distributions for each stimulus and subject are shown in Fig.4. In
summary, either within each subject or for each stimulus, we did not find a single density
function or a trend that best described the differences between the three stimuli.
Table 1. Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. Bold fonts indicate
satisfactory fit (p ≥ 0.01).
Orthogonal

Correlated dots–Orthogonal

Uncorrelated dots–Orthogonal

gratings

gratings

gratings

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Gamma

Lognormal

Weibull

Gamma

Lognormal

Weibull

Gamma

Lognormal

Weibull

DD

0.0082

0.0930

<0.001

0.0784

0.1042

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

EG

0.0141

0.4329

<0.001

0.3459

0.0025

0.0122

<0.001

0.0524

<0.001

LK

<0.001

0.0503

<0.001

<0.001

0.0541

<0.001

0.0094

0.2297

<0.001

LW

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.0106

<0.001

<0.001

0.0010

<0.001

In order to find the characteristics of perceptual dominance intervals for the three
types of stimuli, we compared their means, skewness and kurtosis parameters obtained from
these cumulative distributions of the raw data. These parameters are shown in Table 2. For
each stimulus, the mean dominance duration is defined as the average of ten means obtained
from each of the ten trials. We used this definition of means in order to have normal
distributed means on which to apply statistical analysis (ANOVA). The statistical analysis on
means indicated that differences between the three distributions of perceptual dominance
durations were not significant t = 0.2627 for DD, 0.4886 for LK, 3.924 for LW, p > 0.01.
Only for subject EG the statistical analysis indicated that differences between the three
stimuli were significant (t = 70.94, p<0.01). The skewness parameter determined from the
cumulative distribution of raw data indicates that the asymmetry in the perceptual duration’s
probability distribution is positive and smaller for the correlated dots-orthogonal gratings
stimulus than for the other two rivalrous stimuli. The kurtosis parameter that describes the
shape of perceptual dominance duration’s probability distribution is greater than 3 (for
normal distributed data kurtosis is 3), thus indicating a leptokurtic distribution of data for all
subjects and stimulus conditions.
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Figure 4. The best fits, i.e., the lognormal distribution (red line), gamma distribution
(green line) and Weibull distribution (blue line) to the experimental cumulative distributions
(black line) for: (a) the correlated dots-orthogonal gratings stimulus, (b) the orthogonal
gratings stimulus, (c) the uncorrelated dots-orthogonal gratings stimulus.
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Table 2. The means, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis parameters obtained
from cumulative distributions of the raw data.
Subject

Correlated dots-

Orthogonal

Uncorrelated dots-

orthogonal gratings

gratings

orthogonal gratings

Mean
DD

1.3229

1.2665

1.2575

EG

2.1462

1.8324

0.9556

LK

2.0613

1.9922

1.9324

LW

1.0507

0.9495

0.9695

Standard deviation
DD

0.6172

0.6149

0.4957

EG

0.9799

0.9996

0.3497

LK

0.8198

0.8344

0.7215

LW

0.3007

0.3620

0.3894

Skewness
DD

2.3825

2.4475

2.5028

EG

0.8655

1.3887

1.5262

LK

1.7879

1.3686

1.3568

LW

1.6497

4.9679

2.7395

Kurtosis
DD

12.9669

11.8544

21.4654

EG

4.1574

5.5267

7.7557

LK

8.7021

5.2418

5.9398

LW

9.5518

84.0663

17.1507

Table 3. The results of Wilcoxon rank sum test. Bold fonts indicate that the populations of
perceptual dominance durations for the two tested stimuli are not significantly
different (p>0.01).
Corr. dots - Orthog. gratings

Corr. dots – Orthog. gratings

Orthogonal gratings

Orthogonal gratings

Uncorr. Dots – Orthog. gratings

Uncorr. Dots - Orthog. gratings

DD

<0.001

0.3564

<0.001

EG

0

0

0

LK

0.0011

<0.001

0.6463

LW

<0.001

0.0025

<0.001
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In order to test whether the populations of perceptual dominance intervals for the
three stimuli are identical we used Wilcoxon rank sum test. The results of the Wilcoxon test
are summarized in Table 3. The test indicated that the populations of perceptual dominance
durations are significantly different (p<0.01), except in two cases (bold fonts) in Table 3).
4.2.1. Asymmetrical stimulus configuration: Monocular dots - Orthogonal gratings
Histograms summarizing the durations of the individual periods of dominance for the
monocular dots-orthogonal gratings stimuli are shown in Fig.5 by the white histograms.
These periods of dominance were divided into two groups, namely periods of dominance of
the image containing only gratings (dark gray histograms) and periods of dominance of the
image containing both dots and gratings (light gray histograms). These distributions indicate
that the intervals of perceptual dominance corresponding to monocular images containing
only gratings are shorter than those corresponding to the dominance of the monocular
images containing dots and gratings. The percentage of time for which each individual
monocular image was dominant is shown in Fig.5c. All subjects showed a similar pattern of
results.

5. Discussion
In this study, experiments were performed to assess how stereopsis and binocular
rivalry relate to and influence each other. The main findings of the experiments are as
follows. (i) The correlated dots-orthogonal gratings stimuli demonstrated that stereoscopic
depth was perceived in rivalrous texture stereograms. This result gives additional evidence
that stereopsis and binocular rivalry can coexist. (ii) The comparison between temporal
characteristics of binocular rivalry evoked by the Correlated Dots-Orthogonal gratings
stimulus, the Orthogonal gratings stimulus and the Uncorrelated Dots-Orthogonal gratings
stimulus indicated that the presence of perceived disparity-defined depth does not influence
(significantly) the perceptual timing of binocular rivalry. Our statistical analysis
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) indicated that the lognormal distribution was a better description
for many data sets of perceptual dominance durations (8 from 12 data sets, see Table 1 and
Fig.4). Zhou et al. (2004) also reported that lognormal distribution was a better fit for data
obtained in response to stimuli such as standard binocular rivalry, Necker cube and turning
ball. These authors suggested that lognormal distribution shape have implications for
mechanisms underlying multistable perception. (iii) Perceptual dominance durations for
images containing gratings and dots are longer than dominance durations for images
containing only gratings. Thus, adding more information (more contours, different scales) to
the image of one eye determines a strong imbalance between perceptual dominance durations
of the two eyes. This effect is somewhat similar with the perceptual effects of differences in
contrast between the two eyes images (Blake, 2001; Whittle, 1965).
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Figure 5. Histograms summarizing the durations of the individual periods of dominance
for the monocular dots-orthogonal gratings stimuli (white histograms). These periods of
dominance were divided into periods of dominance of the image containing only gratings
(dark gray histograms) and periods of dominance of the image containing both dots and
gratings (light gray histograms). The monocular dots were randomly presented in (a) the
right eye image and (b) the left eye images. (c) The percentage of time for which each
individual monocular image was dominant.
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The fact that stereopsis was perceived in rivalrous texture images without affecting the
perceptual timing of binocular rivalry suggest that: (1) monocular mechanisms that process
textural patterns remain active in binocular vision, and (2) disparity-defined depth
(stereopsis) and binocular competition at the level of textured patterns follow from separate
processes. Several recent studies on binocular rivalry also indicated that binocular
competition occurs at the level of textured surfaces (Silver & Logothetis, 2004; Leopold,
1997; Logothetis, 1998).

Appendix
The probability distribution function for gamma distribution is given by:
1
−x a
f (x) =
x b − 1e
, for x ≥ 0, a > 0 and b > 0, where: Γ (b) is the gamma function
b
a Γb

( )

2

€
€

€

at b, a = σ µ and b = µ a , with µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the random
variable x, respectively. The random variable x represents
€ the perceptual dominance durations
(i.e. time intervals).
The
€ probability distribution function for lognormal distribution is given by:
1
− ln x − µ ) 2 2σ 2
f (x) =
e (
, where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of
2π σx
the logarithm of random variable x, respectively.
The probability distribution function for two-parameter Weibull distribution is given
b
by: f (x) = abx b − 1e− ax , where x ≥ 0, a > 0 and b > 0.

€
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

The goal of the research presented in this thesis was to investigate systematically
and critically temporal properties of disparity processing and depth perception in human
subjects, in response to dynamic stimuli. The results presented in various chapters,
reporting findings about different temporal aspects of disparity processing, are based on
psychophysical experiments and computational model analysis. In the psychophysical
literature evidence has been presented that temporal information could be exploited by
mechanisms underlying stereoscopic depth perception and stereoscopic motion in depth.
However, several questions of major importance remained unanswered, for instance,
which processes are responsible for stereoscopic depth perception in dynamic conditions
and what is their temporal extent? This thesis provides us with answers to these questions
and also with a clear understanding of the temporal limitations of stereoscopic depth
perception in response to dynamic random-dot stereograms.
In chapter 1 we investigated which processes of binocular depth perception in
dynamic random-dot stereograms, i.e., tolerance for interocular delays and temporal
integration of correlation, are at work in binocular vision. In six separate experiments,
using different types of dynamic random-dot stereograms and depth detection, depth
discrimination and texture discrimination tasks, we critically examined the difference
between tolerance for delays and temporal integration mechanisms by taking into
consideration temporal properties of monocular luminance processing. Until now, none of
the existing studies compared these mechanisms and none have considered temporal
properties of low-level mechanisms. By using different types of DRS in which the
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continuously alternated patterns were either temporally correlated, uncorrelated or
anticorrelated we were able to modulate interocular correlation as a function of time in
controlled ways, and also, to study the perceptual effects of monocular luminance
mechanisms on stereoscopic depth perception. We found that (1) disparities from
simultaneous monocular inputs dominate those from interocular delayed inputs; (2)
stereopsis is limited by temporal properties of monocular luminance mechanisms, and (3)
depth perception in DRS results from a cross-correlation-like operation on two
simultaneous monocular inputs that represent the retinal images after having been
subjected to a process of monocular temporal integration of luminance.
In chapter 2 we examined what temporal information is exploited by the
mechanisms underlying stereoscopic motion in depth. To do so, we investigated
systematically the influence of temporal frequency on binocular depth perception in two
types of dynamic random-dot stereograms. In other words we examined the relationship
between perceived depth and the textural pattern of DRS taking into consideration the
dynamics of low-level mechanisms. We used temporally correlated DRS in which a single
pair of images (i.e. the same textural pattern) alternated between two disparity values, and
temporally uncorrelated DRS consisting of the repeated alternation of two uncorrelated
image pairs (i.e., different textural pattern) each having one of two disparity values. We
found that disparity-defined depth is judged differently in temporally correlated and
temporally uncorrelated DRS above a temporal frequency of about 3 Hz. Specifically,
disparity-defined depth in temporally uncorrelated DRS was perceived as two transparent
and flickering depth planes whose depths corresponded to the component disparities. In
contrast, perceived depth in symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS oscillated between
two levels that varied as a function of temporal frequency, for temporal frequencies
between 3 and 10 Hz. This result indicated the existence of a temporal integration of
disparity mechanism from which depth and stereomotion are derived. In order to
understand how temporal integration is implemented in the human visual system, we used
fundamental properties of the visual system in a model that was able to describe the
results. The model consisted of three sequential stages of which the temporal properties
are relevant for stereopsis: (1) monocular image formation, (2) disparity detection, and (3)
integration of binocular disparity. Monocular image formation is temporally limited by the
temporal filtering of luminance. In the model, the monocular filter was modelled by the
impulse response function. Disparity detection process was faster than 25 ms, the time
period associated with the temporal frequency of 20 Hz. Temporal integration (filtering)
of disparity was modelled as a low-pass filter. The temporal window of the binocular
integrator (causal and bell-shaped) was estimated from the matched depth results for
symmetrical, temporally correlated DRS. From the experimental results and model
simulations we found that: (1) above about 20 Hz, the complete absence of stereomotion
was caused by temporal integration of luminance; (2) the difference in perceived depth in
temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated DRS for temporal frequencies between
20 and 3 Hz, was caused by temporal integration of disparity.
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In chapter 3 we investigated temporal properties of stereopsis at different spatial
scales in response to sustained presentation of dynamic random-dot stereograms and also,
transient presentation, that is, single presentations of two image pairs. Specifically, we
examined the following problems: (1) what is the time scale of disparity processing at a
given spatial scale, and (2) how is spatial-scales interaction accomplished in stereopsis?
Across different experiments, we varied the level of interocular correlation as a function of
time by alternating correlated and un-/ anticorrelated random-dot stereograms. Also we
varied their spatial scale (coarse, fine and alternating between coarse and fine). The
presence of stereopsis was examined using a depth detection task. We found that for both
sustained and transient presentations of the stimuli: (1) stereopsis has similar temporal
properties at coarse and fine spatial scales; (2) interaction between spatial scales depends
on their relative sizes. The results indicated a strong inhibitory influence of rivalry at a
coarse scale on stereopsis at a fine scale, and just a weak inhibitory influence of rivalry at
a fine scale on stereopsis at a coarse scale. The results provided experimental evidence for
a hierarchical organisation of spatial scales in human stereoscopic vision based on neural
interaction instead of vergence eye movements.
In chapter 4 we investigated how the human binocular visual system interprets the
depth of monocular random-dots superimposed on stereoscopic random-dot patterns,
when disparity and monocular depth information result from elements of different size.
Also, we examined spatial characteristics of the interaction between binocular and
monocular surfaces by measuring perceptual effects of dot density. We found that depth of
monocular surfaces was affected by the disparity-defined surfaces and it changed
gradually with dot density. Strength of the effect depended on dot density and relative
angular size of the binocular and monocular dots. We described quantitatively the depth of
monocular elements within the framework of a two-cue combination model (weak fusion
model) working on monocular depth cues and binocular disparity. The model showed that
the binocular (disparity) cue remains the major factor in estimating depth of monocular
surfaces.
In chapter 5 we examined how human visual perception changes over time in the
presence or absence of perceived stereoscopic depth in rivalrous images. We used a novel
stimulus in which stereopsis coexisted with binocular rivalry. Perceptual dominance time
series were recorded and analyzed. We found that the presence of perceived disparitydefined depth did not influenced significantly the perceptual dominance durations of
binocular rivalry. We concluded that: (1) monocular mechanisms that process textural
patterns remain active in binocular vision, and (2) disparity-defined depth (stereopsis) and
binocular competition (binocular rivalry) at the level of textured surfaces follow from
separate processes.
In conclusion, we conducted several experiments to examine what temporal
processes are responsible for stereoscopic perception in dynamic random-dot stereograms
and what is their temporal extent. Different from other studies that used DRS we have
taken into consideration temporal properties of low-level mechanisms. We found that
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disparities from simultaneous monocular inputs dominate those from interocular delayed
inputs and depth perception in DRS results from a cross-correlation-like operation on two
simultaneous monocular inputs that represent the retinal images after having been
subjected to a process of monocular temporal integration of luminance (chapter 1). These
findings indicate that interocular delays are hardly tolerated in the human stereoscopic
system. Furthermore, we found that binocular temporal information is exploited by the
mechanisms underlying stereomotion in depth (chapter 2). Specifically, we showed that
the difference in perceived depth in temporally correlated and temporally uncorrelated
DRS for temporal frequencies between 10 and 3 Hz, is caused by temporal integration of
disparity. Moreover, we showed how spatial-scales interaction is accomplished in
stereopsis and what is the time scale of the process (chapter 3). We found that for both
sustained and transient presentations of the stimuli, stereopsis has similar temporal
properties at coarse and fine spatial scales, and that the interaction between spatial scales
depends on their relative sizes. Specifically, we found a strong inhibitory influence of
rivalry at a coarse scale on stereopsis at a fine scale, and just a weak inhibitory influence
of rivalry at a fine scale on stereopsis at a coarse scale.
Many questions about the use of temporal information have not yet an answer. For
instance, a question that was left aside although it would have fit in the aim of this
research is whether temporal disparity is a valid mechanism. Temporal disparity is defined
as disparity derived from interocular delays in the absence of any spatial (or motion)
component. We could address the following question: how can this mechanism work in
static and dynamic random-dot stereograms? And if it does not work in random-dot
stereograms, can it then work in natural stimuli? Thus, the elucidation of temporal
disparity mechanism requires future investigations at both psychophysical and
neurophysiological levels.
Another interesting topic that requires supplementary investigation refers to
perceptual dynamics in stimuli that evoke both stereopsis and binocular rivalry. In chapter
5 we examined perceptual dynamics for stimuli in which the strength of stereopsis and
binocular rivalry signals were about the same. It would be interesting to investigate how
the imbalance between the two signals in either one or the other direction will affect our
perceptual dynamics. This will allow us to understand better the mechanisms involved in
binocular rivalry and stereopsis and how these mechanisms are organized.
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Samenvatting en Conclusies

Het onderzoek, dat in dit proefschrift beschreven is, had als doel om de temporele
eigenschappen van de dispariteitsverwerking en dieptewaarneming bij de mens voor
dynamische stimuli te bestuderen. De resultaten zoals die in verschillende hoofdstukken
zijn gepresenteerd betreffen diverse temporele aspecten van de dispariteitsverwerking. De
bevindingen zijn op psychofysische experimenten en computationele modellen gebaseerd.
In de psychofysische literatuur wordt aangevoerd dat mechanismen, die ten grondslag
liggen aan het waarnemen van stereoscopische diepte en beweging in diepte, van
temporele informatie gebruik kunnen maken. Verschillende vragen zijn daarbij echter nog
onbeantwoord gebleven, zoals bijvoorbeeld, welke processen zijn er verantwoordelijk
voor stereoscopische dieptewaarneming in dynamische stimuli en wat is dan hun
temporele bereik? Dit proefschrift geeft antwoord op deze vragen en maakt duidelijk wat
de temporele limieten van stereoscopische dieptewaarneming in dynamische random-dot
stereogrammen (DRS) zijn.
In hoofdstuk 1 hebben we onderzocht welk van de twee processen van binoculaire
dieptewaarneming, te weten tolerantie voor interoculaire vertragingen of temporele
integratie van interoculaire correlatie, bij het zien van dynamische random-dot
stereogrammen een rol speelt. In zes experimenten, met verschillende typen dynamische
random-dot stereogrammen en verschillende detectietaken en diepte- en
textuurdiscriminatietaken, hebben we de verschillen voorspellingen voor tolerantie voor
vertragingen en temporele integratie onderzocht, mede door de temporele eigenschappen
van monoculaire luminantieverwerking in beschouwing te nemen. Tot nu toe, had geen
enkel onderzoek deze mechanismen met elkaar vergeleken en de temporele eigenschappen
van low-level mechanismen in beschouwing genomen. Door verschillende typen DRS te
gebruiken, waarin de veranderende patronen òf temporeel gecorreleerd, òf niet
gecorreleerd òf antigecorreleerd konden zijn, waren we in staat de interoculaire correlatie
op een gecontroleerde manier als een functie van de tijd te moduleren. Ook konden we,
door van deze verschillende typen DRS gebruik te maken, de effecten van monoculaire
luminantiemechanismen op de stereoscopische dieptewaarneming bestuderen. We vonden
dat (1) dispariteiten tussen simultane monoculaire inputs domineren over die van
interoculair vertraagde inputs; (2) stereopsis beperkt wordt door de temporele
eigenschappen van monoculaire luminantiemechanismen, en (3) dieptewaarneming in
DRS een resultaat is van een kruiscorrelatie-achtige operatie op twee simultane
monoculaire inputs, die de retinale beelden representeren nadat deze zijn onderworpen aan
temporele integratie van luminantie.
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In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we onderzocht welke temporele informatie gebruikt wordt
door de mechanismen die ten grondslag liggen aan stereoscopische beweging in diepte.
Hiervoor hebben we, met behulp van twee typen dynamische random-dot stereogrammen,
de invloed van temporele frequentie op de binoculaire dieptewaarneming systematisch
onderzocht. Met andere woorden, we hebben de relatie tussen de waargenomen diepte en
het waargenomen DRS patroon onderzocht, waarbij we de dynamische eigenschappen van
low-level mechanismes mede in beschouwing hebben genomen. We hebben van temporeel
gecorreleerde DRS gebruik gemaakt, waarin één stereopaar (dus hetzelfde patroon) tussen
twee dispariteiten alterneerde, en van temporeel ongecorreleerde DRS, waarin twee
ongecorreleerde stereoparen (dus verschillende patronen), elk met een andere dispariteit,
werden afgewisseld. We vonden dat als de frequentie boven de 3Hz uitkomt, de door
dispariteit gedefinieerde diepte in temporeel gecorreleerde DRS anders beoordeeld wordt
dan in temporeel ongecorreleerde. In temporeel ongecorreleerde DRS werd de diepte als
twee transparante en flikkerende dieptevlakken waargenomen, waarbij de waargenomen
diepte overeenkwam met de dispariteiten van de stimuluscomponenten. Echter, de diepte
in symmetrische, temporeel gecorreleerde DRS, oscilleerde tussen twee waardes die
systematisch veranderden voor verschillende temporele frequenties tussen 3 en 10 Hz. Dit
resultaat wijst op het bestaan van een mechanisme voor temporele integratie van
dispariteit, waarvuit diepte en stereobeweging worden afgeleid. Om te begrijpen hoe deze
temporele integratie in het menselijke visuele systeem is geimplementeerd, hebben we de
fundamentele eigenschappen van het visuele systeem in een model opgenomen. Dit model
was in staat de experimentele resultaten te beschrijven. Het model bestond uit drie
opeenvolgende stadia, waarvan de temporele eigenschappen relevant zijn voor stereopsis:
(1) monoculaire beeldvorming, (2) dispariteitsdetectie en (3) integratie van binoculaire
dispariteit. De monoculaire beeldvorming wordt, temporeel gezien, door
luminantiefiltering gelimiteerd. In het model werd het monoculaire filter door een impulsresponsie-functie gemodelleerd. Het dispariteitsdetectieproces was sneller dan 25 ms,
overeenkomend met een temporele frequentie van 20 Hz. De temporele integratie
(filtering) van dispariteiten werd gemodelleerd als een laag-doorlaatfilter. Het temporele
window van dit filter (causaal en klokvormig) werd uit de dieptewaarnemingsresultaten
voor symmetrische, temporeel gecorreleerde DRS geschat. De experimentele resultaten en
de model simulaties laten zien dat: (1) boven ongeveer 20 Hz de temporele integratie van
luminantie een complete afwezigheid van stereobeweging veroorzaakt; (2) de gevonden
verschillen in waargenomen diepte in temporeel gecorreleerde en temporeel
ongecorreleerde DRS, door de temporele integratie van dispariteiten worden veroorzaakt.
In hoofdstuk 3 onderzochten we de temporele eigenschappen van stereopsis op
verschillende spatiele schalen tijdens langdurige presentatie van dynamische random-dot
stereogrammen en ook tijdens zeer kortstondige presentatie, d.w.z. tijdens een
enkelvoudige aanbieding van twee stereoparen. We onderzochten daarbij de volgende
problemen: (1) wat is de tijdschaal van de dispariteitverwerking op een gegeven spatiele
schaal, and (2) hoe komt de interactie tussen spatiele schalen tot stand bij stereopsis? In
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verschillende experimenten hebben we het niveau van interoculaire correlatie als functie
van de tijd gevarieerd, door gecorreleerde en niet gecorreleerde stereogrammen af te
wisselen. Ook hebben we de spatiele schaal van deze stereogrammen gevarieerd (grof, fijn
en afwisselend grof en fijn). De aanwezigheid van stereopsis werd getest aan de hand van
een dieptediscriminatie taak. We vonden voor zowel langdurige als kortstondige
presentaties van de stimuli dat: (1) stereopsis vergelijkbare temporele eigenschappen heeft
op grove en fijne schaal; (2) interactie tussen spatiele schalen afhankelijk is van hun
relative grofheid. De experimenten lieten zien dat rivaliteit op een grove schaal een sterke
onderdrukkende invloed op stereopsis op een fijne schaal had, en dat rivaliteit op een fijne
schaal slechts een kleine onderdrukkende invloed op stereopsis op een grove schaal had.
De resultaten duiden op een hierarchische organisatie van spatiele schalen in het menselijk
stereoscopisch zien, een organisatie die gebaseerd is op neurale interactie in plaats van op
vergentiebewegingen van de ogen.
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we onderzocht hoe het menselijk binoculaire visuele
systeem de diepte interpreteert van een stereogram dat bestaat uit de superpositie van
monoculaire random dots en een binoculair random-dot patroon, waaarbij de dispariteit en
monoculaire diepteinformatie van dots van verschillende grootte afkomstig zijn. Ook
hebben we de spatiele karakteristieken van de interactie tussen binoculaire en monoculaire
oppervlakken onderzocht, door de perceptuele effecten van dotdichtheid te meten. We
vonden dat de diepte van monoculaire oppervlakken door de dispariteit gedefinieerde
oppervlakken beinvloed werd en dat deze invloed geleidelijk veranderde met dotdichtheid.
De sterkte van het effect was afhankelijk van de dichtheid en de relative grootte van de
binoculaire en monoculaire dots. We hebben de diepte van de monoculaire elementen met
behulp van een integratiemodel van twee cues (het zwakke fusiemodel) quantitatief
beschreven. De monoculaire dieptesignalen en binoculaire dispariteit waren hierin de twee
cues. Het model toonde aan dat het binoculaire signaal (dispariteit) de grootste factor was
in het schatten van diepte van de monoculaire oppervlakken.
In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we onderzocht hoe de menselijke visuele perceptie met de
tijd verandert bij de aan- of afwezigheid van stereoscopische diepte in rivaliserende
beelden. We hebben een nieuwe stimulus gebruikt waarin stereopsis en binoculaire
rivaliteit gelijktijdig aanwezig waren. Perceptuele dominantietijden werden geregistreerd
en geanalyseerd voor het rivaliserend deel van de stimulus. We vonden dat de
aanwezigheid van door dispariteit gedefinieerde diepte geen significante invloed had op de
perceptuele dominatietijden van rivaliserende beelden. We leiden hieruit af dat (1)
monoculaire patronverwerkende mechanismen actief blijven tijdens het binoculaire zien,
en dat (2) dispariteit-gedefinieerde diepte (stereopsis) en binoculaire competitie
(binoculaire rivaliteit) voortkomen uit verschillende processen.
Afsluitend, we voerden diverse experimenten uit om te onderzoeken welke
temporele processen verantwoordelijk zijn voor stereoscopische waarneming van
dynamische random-dot stereogrammen en wat het temporele bereik is van deze
processen. Anders dan bij voorgaande studies die van DRS gebruik maakten, hebben wij
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de temporele aspecten van low-level mechanismen mede in beschouwing genomen. We
vonden dat dispariteiten van simultane, monoculaire inputs domineren over die van
interoculair vertraagde inputs en dat de diepte waarneming bij DRS volgt uit een
kruiscorrelatie-achtige operatie op twee simultane monoculaire inputs die de retinale
beelden representeren nadat deze zijn onderworpen aan temporele integratie van
luminantie (hoofdstuk 1). Deze vindingen wijzen erop dat interoculaire vertragingen
nauwelijks getolereerd worden in het menselijk stereopsis systeem. Verder vonden we dat
binoculaire temporele informatie gebruikt wordt door mechanismen die aan
stereoscopische dieptebeweging ten grondslag liggen (hoofdstuk 2). We hebben
aangetoond dat het verschil in waargenomen diepte bij temporeel gecorreleerde en
temporeel ongecorreleerde DRS, dat optreedt bij temporele frequenties tussen 3 en 10 Hz,
wordt veroorzaakt door temporele integratie van dispariteit. Ook hebben we aangetoond
hoe in stereopsis interactie tussen spatiele schalen wordt bewerkstelligd en wat de
tijdschaal is van deze spatiele schaalinteractie (hoofdstuk 3). We vonden voor zowel
langdurige als kortstondige aanbiedingen van de stimuli dat stereopsis vergelijkbare
temporele eigenschappen heeft op zowel grove als fijne schaal en dat de interactie tussen
spatiele schalen van hun relatieve grofheid afhankelijk is. Om precies te zijn, we vonden
een sterke onderdrukkende invloed van rivaliteit op een grove schaal op stereopsis op een
fijne schaal en slechts een zwakke onderdrukkende invloed van rivaliteit op een fijne
schaal op stereopsis op een grove schaal.
Veel vragen over het gebruik van temporele informatie zijn nog onbeantwoord.
Bijvoorbeeld, een vraag die terzijde is gebleven hoewel hij wel in de lijn van dit
onderzoek zou hebben gepast, is de vraag of temporele dispariteit een werkelijk bestaand
mechanisme is. Temporele dispariteit wordt gedefinieerd als de dispariteit die uit
interoculaire vertragingen wordt afgeleid, bij afwezigheid van enige spatiele (of
bewegings)component. Hoe kan dit mechanisme werken voor statische en dynamische
random-dot stereogrammen? En als het niet voor random-dot stereogrammen werkt, kan
het dan wel werken voor natuurlijk stimuli? Om opheldering te krijgen over het temporele
dispariteitsmechanisme is er nog onderzoek nodig op zowel psychofysisch als
neurophysiologisch niveau.
Een ander interessant onderwerp dat meer onderzoek vereist is de perceptuele
dynamica voor stimuli die zowel stereopsis als binoculaire rivaliteit veroorzaken. In
hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de perceptuele dynamica voor een klasse van stimuli onderzocht,
waarvoor de sterkte van stereopsis en binoculaire rivaliteit ongeveer gelijk was. Het zou
interessant zijn om te onderzoeken hoe een onevenwichtigheid tussen deze twee signalen,
in de ene of de andere richting, onze perceptuele dynamica zou beïnvloeden. Dit zal ons
mogelijk de mechanismes, die bij binoculaire rivaliteit en stereopsis betrokken zijn, als
ook de organisatie van deze mechanismes beter doen begrijpen.
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